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Abstract

A study on 2D advertisements in mobile versus VR
experiences

Simon Beverskog, Fredrik Larsson

Virtual reality tech is new, exciting and full of opportunities. 
Despite this the gaming section of virtual reality does not grow as 
fast as it was predicted it would be. Headsets and games are 
expensive and perhaps a market model similar to the mobile gaming 
market would do the new tech good. A model that is heavily reliant on 
advertisements and low prices.   

The purpose of this thesis is to show that virtual reality games are 
as viable an advertising target as mobile games that are a popular 
advertisement medium. The study uses 2D billboard advertisements as 
they are a non-intrusive advertisement format that can be implemented 
in a similar fashion on a mobile game and VR game.

For this study two games were developed, one that runs on a Oculus 
Quest VR headset and one for mobile Android devices. The games are as 
close to each other as possible in terms of objective and setting 
with the same advertisements implemented in them, each game features 
two levels, one level contains advertisements and one does not. 
Surveys are used to find data regarding how the advertisements 
affected the game experience on both platforms. Interviews were then 
conducted to find more qualitative information and to explain the 
results as well as to find out what makes an advertisement good or 
tolerable.
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Distribution of work

This thesis was written by Fredrik Larsson and Simon Sandbom who both, in
some capacity have worked on all areas covered in the thesis. A majority of the
code has been written using pair-programming techniques. Any code written
alone have been reviewed as a team later to ensure both platforms perform as
identical as possible. The work has been distributed so that if anything is done
separately, we both would identify something for the other member to do that
would be about as time intensive. We have been utilizing stand up meetings
every morning to determine what needs to be done.
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1 Introduction

The last few years VR has been on the rise and a lot of companies are now
investing in VR tech [1, 2]. The technology is used in a large variety of indus-
tries, ranging from military combat training, aviation, medicine and many more
industries [3, 4]. The new VR devices were originally targeted at gaming [5].
Although increasing, the gaming market is still quite small compared to other
gaming environments [6]. Virtual reality devices are however not something
new and have in some form been available for almost 60 years [7]. During the
late 1980’s and early 1990’s the virtual reality industry saw a surge of interest
and had a big upswing. Not soon after, the industry would quiet down with the
fall of VPL, a leading VR tech developer [8]. Some of the problems regarding
VR’s role in gaming is that the headsets and games are too expensive and that
quality content is lacking [6]. We believe the problem of quality content and
expensive games can be addressed by introducing more free quality content that
has advertising as a monetary source. We compare this to gaming on the mo-
bile platform, as it is a relatively new platform that has seen widespread success
with a low cost or no barrier to entry to games and instead utilize advertise-
ments [9, 10].

This study aims to show that advertising, especially 2D billboard advertise-
ments, in virtual reality spaces is lucrative, viable and can provide access to
an entirely new market. We will focus on 2D adverts in VR games and mobile
games, comparing their performance and how they affect the game experience
on both platforms. We compare the VR game results to the results from a
similar mobile game with the same kind of advertisements present, as that is an
established and popular platform.
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2 Background

2.1 What is Virtual Reality?

2.1.1 Definition of Virtual Reality

To define what virtual reality(VR) is we start of with the word virtual, which
in common use has the meaning ”almost a particular thing or quality”. But
when used in a computer sense it means ”Something that is virtual can be done
or seen using a computer and therefore without going anywhere or talking to
anyone” [11]. And virtual reality means ”a set of images and sounds, produced
by a computer, that seem to represent a place or a situation that a person can
take part in” [12].
Steven M.Lavalle defines VR as: ”Inducing targeted behavior in an organism by
using artificial sensory stimulation, while the organism has little or no awareness
of the interference” [13]. He also lists four key components that appear in his
definition.

1. Targeted behaviour: The organism has an experience that was intended
by the creator.

2. Organism: The user, whether it be you or someone else.

3. Artificial sensory stimulation: One or more senses of the organism become
co-opted and their ordinary inputs are replace or enhanced by artificial
stimulation.

4. Awareness: While having the experience, the organism seems unaware
of the interference, thereby being fooled into feeling present in a virtual
world.

When exploring VR, there are a lot of different levels to how much the surround-
ing environments are affected. When the computer generated surroundings or
objects are used together with the real world it is called MR (Mixed Reality),
meaning some of the real environment is mixed with virtual elements. This is
represented on the Reality-Virtuality continuum, seen in figure 1 [14], where
the far right side is a true virtual environment with no parts of the real world
affecting it. The far left side on the other hand have no virtual elements at all
affecting it. The best known spot between these extreme points is Augmented
Reality (AR) where the real world has been mixed with virtual objects. The
world is predominantly real with virtual objects introduced to the environment.
Augmented Virtuality on the other hand is on the other side of the spectrum,
where the world is predominantly virtual with real objects as a part of it [14].
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Figure 1: The Reality-Virtuality Continuum - adapted from the article by Paul
Milgram and Fumio Kishino [14]

2.1.2 What Virtual Reality is used for

Now we have a theoretical definition for VR. But how do we apply it practi-
cally? We will discuss the history of VR in more depth later but for now lets
just mention the uses of VR since its invention.

Morton Heilig created ”Sensorama” in the years 1960-1962, which was a multi-
sensory simulator [15]. Although it was not interactive, this is thought to be
the first virtual experience. The Sensorama was a prerecorded film that was
augmented by binaural sound, scent, wind and vibration experiences. In 1965
Ivan Sutherland proposed the ultimate solution for VR, a concept of an artifi-
cial world construction that included interactive graphics, force-feedback, sound,
smell and taste [15]. The first hardware system was created in 1968 and was
also created by Ivan Sutherland. It is called The Sword of Damocles [15]. Even
though Morton Heilig had already created a similar invention back in 1960, The
Sword of Damocles is considered the first VR Head Mounted Display(HMD)
with appropriate head tracking.

It would take almost 20 years after the drop of The Sword of Damocles un-
til people started using VR. In the 1980s the US Air Force developed the Vi-
sually Coupled Airborne Systems Simulator(VCASS) which was an advanced
flight simulator [15]. The pilot would wear a HMD that augmented the window
view by the graphics describing targeting or optimal flight path information.
The first commercially available VR-devices didnt launch until 1985, when VPL
manufactured DataGlove and later the Eyephone HMD which was released in
-88 [15]. The DataGlove was designed as an input system for computers. The
EyePhone was a HMD that was intended to immerse the users into a computer
simulation which could track head movements.

VR based games started appearing in arcade halls in the 90’s [13]. However
it would take at least another decade before the experiences were comfortable
and compelling enough to attract bigger masses and game developers.

Today VR is used in a large variety of industries, such as military, gaming,
healthcare, fashion etc [3]. One of the reasons why VR has been able to spread
to so many different industries is Serious games There are many different defi-
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nitions of serious games as there are a large variety of actors involved. But most
agree that the point of serious games is to give the user some kind of knowledge
or experience, compared to regular games which goal is to entertain [16]. Serious
games have positive impacts on a number of skills, such as analytical, spatial,
strategic etc [16]. Since they have a positive impact on so many different skills
they can be applied in many different areas.

For example the US military use VR in all of its three services(navy, army and
air force). It is often used for training simulations which allows for the soldiers
to learn how to react and behave in different dangerous situations. This enables
the soldiers to gain the experience without exposing them to any real danger.
This has proven to be safer and less expensive than traditional methods [17] [16].

2.1.3 How to use Virtual Reality

For a VR experience, a HMD or a headset designed for VR is needed. The
HMD ideally uses a process known as stereoscopy. This means that the user is
shown two images, one per eye, which the brain combines into one [18]. These
devices allow the user to see 3D images that give an illusion of depth. There are
more advanced versions that also contain head tracking systems. This system
is connected to a computer which adjusts the images seen by the user as they
orientate through the environment. This tracking system allows the scene in
front of the user to change as the user turns his head.
One of the bigger actors on the market is Oculus [19]. Oculus have two different
headsets, Rift and Quest. These two devices work in a similar way only that the
Rift has to be connected to a PC while Quest has its own processor to power
it. The user also needs handheld controllers with buttons to navigate through
the environment seen with the headsets.
To create an even greater immersion the HMD and controllers can be comple-
mented with other devices. For example the controllers can be swapped with
gloves and to navigate through the environment the user can use a type of
treadmill to simulate walking.

2.1.4 Field of view and Field of regard

One major advantage that VR technology possesses over other digital mediums
such as computers and smartphones is that it offers a very wide field of view
(FOV) [20]. The field of view can be defined as the extent or angle of the
observable world at a given moment. For example the Oculus Rift has a 90◦

horizontal field of view with a high resolution display [21]. Field of regard (FOR)
is the entire rendered virtual environment so the field of regard is always as big
or bigger than the FOV. In virtual reality environments it is common that the
field of regard is larger than the field of view and that the virtual environment
outside the field of view can be accessed by physical rotation, in HMD’s this is
done by the user rotating their head to then be granted a new FOV [20].
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2.2 Virtual Reality’s History

2.2.1 Early History of Virtual Reality

In 1961 Morton Heilig created the Sensorama. This device that looked like a
one-man booth, created the only to this point, virtual experience. It worked
by having a prerecorded film in color and stereo. Additional effects such as
wind, scent, vibrations and binaural sounds would then be added to enhance
the experience [7]. Effectively transporting the viewer to the scene of the movie.
One example of such a movie was called ’Motorcycle’, a 3D film where the seat
would vibrate as if driving a real motorcycle and a generator was used to sim-
ulate the wind [22]. This was the first time a fully functional technical device
had achieved this. Previously it had only been theorized as a device, such as
in book Pygmalion’s Spectacles. The Sensorama however lacked any sort of
interactivity [15].

Another invention that Heilig was responsible for, is the Telesphere mask. This
was the first HMD to be fully technically conceived and described outside of fic-
tion and can be recognized in modern HMD’s, as it is very similar in shape and
design [23]. This device actually came before the Sensorama, the telesphere was
patented in 1960 and the Sensorama in 1962. The telesphere mask performed
largely the same functions as the Sensorama, except it was a device that was
worn on the head and was missing some of the additional features the sensorama
offered such as vibrating and providing smells. Neither of the devices offered
anything in the way of interactivity for the user [7, 23].

A few years later in 1965 Ivan E. Sutherland published his seminal essay ”The
Ultimate Display”. He writes how computers could theoretically create a vir-
tual environment and how a computer might perform this task technologically.
Prior to this, the virtual experiences available had mostly been pre-recorded
movies, altered to convey the feeling of being somewhere they are not to the
user. What Sutherland proposed, was to use computer generated graphics to
display the surroundings instead [24]. Later in 1968, Sutherland would invent
the first usable HMD or BOOM (Binocular Omni Orientational Monitor). The
head-mounted device was so large and heavy, that it had to be fastened in the
ceiling. This is a typical characteristic of BOOM’s. As the device was mounted
above the user in the ceiling, it received the name ”Sword of Damocles”. This
is a reference to the Greek story of Damocles, where a sword was held by a hair,
just above the kings’ throne. The device in the ceiling was so large that users ex-
pressed fear of bodily harm by having an object of such great weight suspended
above them, with the concerns of it breaking and landing on them. Despite its
clunky design, the device was very advanced for its time, being the first HMD
realized in hardware and not as a concept. It was capable of tracking the users’
eye movement as well as the position and orientation of the user, and then
update the image of its stereoscopic view based on the ladder [25, 26]. Today
The Sword of Damocles would probably be referred to as an AR (Augmented
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Reality) gadget instead of VR as it used see-through lenses, that blended the
real world with computer generated graphics [27,28].

In 1987, the DataGlove from VPL hit the market. This was the first com-
mercially available VR device, and it garnered a lot of success by being general
purpose and sold to research facilities at a reasonable cost. It was a glove with
specially treated optical fibers along the backside of the glove. By bending a fin-
ger the optical wire would bend and diminish the light processed in the optical
fiber. By using this technology they could know when the user performed certain
hand motions [29]. VPL would also develop products such as the EyePhone, a
HMD that was commercially available. There were a lot of hype around VPL’s
products and it was during this time the term Virtual Reality was popularized.
Big companies were using VPL’s products, primarily the DataGlove and Eye-
Phone, such as NASA, Boeing, US air force, US-Navy and -army along with
several universities. Despite this VPL went under in 1992, and regardless of the
success of the products, it was not enough to keep the company alive. They
stated that the problem was financial and after the fall of VPL, George Zachary,
former sales and marketing manager at VPL said that virtual reality technology
would not be financially lucrative yet as the industry was too young. He did
however predict it would take an upswing by approximately 1997 [8].

During the 1990’s several video game companies would also try to enter the
virtual reality market with devices of their own. One such example was the
Sega 3D glasses that failed almost immediately, due to lack of interest from
game developers and poorly working technology [30]. Nintendo also tried to
enter the VR market by launching the Virtual Boy in 1995, it was pulled from
the market less than a year later due to failing to meet sales expectations [31].
After the shutdown of VPL and other attempts to bring VR technology to the
general public failed, the interest in VR technology cooled off and would not be
resuscitated until over a decade later, in the 2010’s.

2.2.2 The Virtual Reality Resurgence

The resurgence of virtual technology refers to when VR technology started to
be produced for the general public again on a large scale. As stated in the pre-
vious section, this technology had been laying dormant for some time after the
downfall of the VPL company and after several other companies’ ventures into
the VR market had failed. Following VPL’s fall, Zachary had predicted that
by 1997 the virtual reality industry would take an upswing [8]. His prediction
was partly correct, as there indeed would be an upswing, although it happened
a bit later than 1997.

In 2010 Palmer Luckey designed the first prototype for what would become
the basis of many modern HMD’s. He did this when he was only 17 years old
and he called the VR headset ”PR1” or ”Prototype One”. This was the first
time he had tried building something from the ground up and he built it into
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the shell of a MRG2.2 HMD made in 1996 by Liquid Image Corporation. The
HMD from 1996 had been heavily transformed with new lenses, an LCD screen
and an improved audio system. He posted all this information in 2010 to a
forum he frequented for 3D gaming fans. He continued to post in this forum
all the way to 2012, when he announced that he was starting a crowdfunding
campaign via the website Kickstarter. With the launch of the Kickstarter cam-
paign he started the company Oculus and production of his first commercially
available HMD, the Oculus Rift [32]. Later in 2012 Luckey got in contact with
John Carmack, founder of Id Software and creator of the popular video game
series Doom and Quake. Id Software had been working on a VR project and
used Luckey’s prototype Oculus Rift HMD to showcase Doom 3 BFG in VR at
E3 2012 [5].

The showing at E3 garnered widespread enthusiasm and optimism for what
gaming in VR could suddenly live up to. This showed industry leaders that a
relatively cheap, high-quality VR experience could be achieved by using MEMS
(Microelectromechanical systems) sensors and borrowing video display innova-
tions from smart phones. One major change from previous iterations of HMDs
is that the Oculus Rift HMD used a wider viewing angle, this led to a substan-
tial increase in the immersion for the user [4]. In 2013, Valve Corporation, a
game publisher and developer, made a big breakthrough in how VR technol-
ogy is used. They were able to provide a lag- and smear free VR experience
using low-persistence displays. This was important for the industry as Valve
freely shared this breakthrough. It was later embraced by the Oculus Rift along
with other actors within the VR scene [1]. During these years the tempo at
which technology is announced and developed is increased. In march 2014,
Sony announces ”Project Morpheus” for PS4 (PlayStation 4) at GDC (Game
Developers Conference) [33]. Project Morpheus or later dubbed PlayStation VR
works exclusively with the PS4 and uses the PlayStation Camera for tracking
and PlayStation Move for motion control [2]. Just a week after Sony announces
Project Morpheus, Facebook acquires Oculus for two billion US dollars in cash
and Facebook stocks [34]. Oculus also starts sending out the Oculus DK (De-
velopment Kit), this was meant for Kickstarter backers, as well as to get the
device into developers hands so development for the new platform could begin.
Seemingly out of nowhere, giant tech companies compete for domination over
the VR market, eager to be the first one to get their product in consumers
hands. About a year after Sony and Facebook announces their products, Valve
and HTC announce the Vive. A HMD developed by HTC and Valve, perform-
ing largely the same tasks as the Oculus at this point, as both can be used with
a PC [35]. Google also ships their own product, the Cardboard. This device
takes on a different approach than the rest by being extremely cheap and re-
quiring a smart phone to use. The Cardboard is used by inserting the smart
phone into the device and letting the smart phone play the supported VR video,
the Cardboard then renders it into an immersive VR experience [36]. The first
consumer version of Oculus Rift, also known as Oculus CV, PlayStation VR
and HTC Vive all became available to consumers in 2016. A Sony press release,
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released at 31 December 2019 reveals that 5 million PlayStation VR units have
been sold. By the same point in time the PlayStation 4 console had sold 106
million units globally [37]. This means roughly 5% of all PlayStation 4 owners
owned the VR kits. It’s difficult to get reliable sales numbers for the Oculus
Rift and HTC Vive. These headsets, while originally targeted for the gaming
industry seem to be finding more uses in other entertainment, art, medicine,
architecture, robotics and the military [4].

2.2.3 Future of VR

Last section ended with stating that the major HMDs on the market are now be-
ing successful in other endeavors than games. A polling done by YouGov found
that 55% of participants still thought VR was too expensive, which can be seen
in figure 2. About 20% believed there were no games that they would find enjoy-
able, this has been a big problem for VR in the gaming space as creating games
generally takes a long time and developers might opt out of developing for VR
if they see a declining trend or lack of interest in existing games. They also find
that VR-gear ownership has increased from 7% in 2017 to 11% in 2018 [6]. This
is a quite big leap of roughly 50% increase in a year. It’s unclear if this trend
has continued after 2018 or if the trend has cooled off.
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Figure 2: Obstacles to VR, statistics

Today there exists multiple different versions of VR headsets that each are tai-
lored to a specific target group and individual. Oculus has the Oculus Quest
that utilizes a built in processing unit, making it redundant to use a computer
or other processing source. They also have the Oculus Go which is a cheaper
version of the Oculus Quest, where no positioning other than head movement
is tracked and the controller is simplified. The Oculus Rift, now dubbed Ocu-
lus Rift-S is still largely the same, where a computer is needed to process the
content to be displayed [19]. HTC Vive also has several different HMD’s on the
market, such as the Vive Cosmos and Vive Pro and different iterations of each.
All of the Vive headsets need to be connected to a computer [38].

It’s still difficult to know if today’s VR technology will face the same fate as
the technology did during the mid 90’s, or if it will survive. It seems likely
the VR industry will survive within other fields than entertainment as it has
gained a lot of attraction and uses there [3, 4]. In section 3, we elaborate more
in depth about our hypothesis for how to potentially make the entertainment
section more lucrative and compelling to ordinary consumers.
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2.3 Advertising

2.3.1 Advertising effectiveness

Advertising is about communicating a message or information to persuade the
consumer to purchase or take some sort of action towards a product, service or
information etc. In today’s modern market advertising plays a major role for
companies as a means of competition between firms, by offering lower prices,
better quality or both [39]. Firms also use advertising as a way of communicat-
ing with customers and inform about new or improved products, consequently
making it essential in competitive markets. Advertising also plays a big role in
providing free content that can be seen in the media industry such as TV and
magazines. Where the trade-off is that the consumers have to take part in com-
mercials present in these products to then be able to enjoy the free content [39].

2.3.1.1 Brand Recall Brand recall refers to how well an audience remem-
bers the message or brand of an advert. It may be explicitly or implicitly.
Meaning that the audience may have no explicit memory of the advertisement
but it can still affect how likely they are to purchase a product [40]. Because of
this, brand recall is one way to measure how well an advertisement performs. If
the people exposed to the advertisement have no recollection of the advertise-
ment, explicit or implicit, it can not affect how they would act when introduced
to that product. Brand recall is synonym to awareness, a successful advert
would make the person aware of the message or product being advertised [41].

2.3.1.2 User Attitudes User attitudes is the second major concept used to
calculate an advertisements’ effectiveness. Just like brand recall, a positive atti-
tude that users have towards brands and commercial messages increases buying
intentions. Positive feelings towards a brand or product makes the user more
likely to be involved with the product and similar products [41,42]. This means
it’s important for companies to create good advertisements that are not seen
as irritating or that otherwise sparks negative feelings toward the advertising
message.

2.3.1.3 Advertising success factors When creating any kind of adver-
tising message its essential to understand what constitutes a good commercial
or advertising campaign. According to a literature review that summarizes 53
case studies, the following advertisement factors influence the success of the
commercial or advert [43].

• Advertisement factors

– Design factors
This is related to how the actual commercial is designed which entails
the color, size, presence and length of the commercial. A longer
advert is often seen as better than a short one and as the size of
the advertisement increases, so does the effect of the advertisement
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[44, 45]. As size increases however, the positive gains is eventually
saturated, following a square root curve and too large advertisements
can instead be irritating to the user [46]. People tend to ignore big,
flashy and colorful banner advertisements on the web specifically,
even if it contains information they are actively seeking, this is known
as banner blindness [47]. This may be because of the fact that it sticks
out from the surrounding experience too much, making users ignore
it, knowing it’s an advert. The length of an ideal advertisement has
mostly been studied in TV advertising where a longer exposure time
to an advertisement is seen as favorable to a short one and a 15-
second commercial is only deemed to be 50-90% as effective as a 30
second commercial [48].

– Content
Content refers to the message that the advertisement tries to convey.
The story of the advertisement is influential to how well the user
remembers the brand featured as well as the message of the ad. A
message that resonates with an audience, be it funny, informative or
otherwise impressive to the audience will be remembered better and
the user attitude toward the brand may increase [43]. The represen-
tation of the story is also found to influence brand recall. Illustrations
can improve the memorability and attitude toward the product and
subject as well [49]. Relatively large images with detailed descrip-
tions tend to be most effective when compared to description-only,
image-only and image with a simple description [50,51].

• Environmental factors

– Context and distracter
The context in which an advertisement is located in, as well as dis-
tracters in the surrounding environment are seen as primary environ-
mental factors for an advertisements effectiveness [43]. The involve-
ment in the media where the advertisement is present also affects
how well the brands are recalled. Low-to-moderately involved users
can experience a higher level of recall and recognition of advertising
embedded in the surrounding environment. Users that experienced
a higher level of involvement had more trouble identifying the em-
bedded billboard advertisements, according to a study of Tavassoli
et al [52].

– Exposure time and repetition
The longer a user is exposed to an advert the better the recall
rate [43]. An advertisement can also be remembered better by being
exposed to it multiple times, repeating its occurrences. After a num-
ber of occurrences the effectiveness of ad repetition is saturated and
subsequent displays of the same advertisement may decrease attitude
toward the brand or product [53,54].

• Audience factors
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– Experience and attitude
The exposure to advertisements together with real life experience
tends to build an attitude toward the brand itself, the advertising me-
dia or the advertisement itself. This attitude can be strengthened or
weakened over time [43]. Consumer attitudes towards advertisements
are generally negative, even though some audiences have more a more
positive attitude towards informative advertisements [55]. The me-
dia in which the advertisement is present affects user attitudes a lot
as the same advertisement may be perceived differently based on the
media it’s present in [56]. The factors that can make an advertise-
ment to be received positively are: entertainment, informativeness
and credibility. Irritation was the biggest factor that can negatively
affect an advertising’s attitude, according to a study performed by
Tsang et al [57].

– Involvement
Involvement is defined as the number of connections the viewer of
the ad has with the ad, and it’s message itself [43]. The level of
involvement can drastically change the way consumers receive infor-
mation from advertisements [58]. When audiences are very involved
in a product being advertised they are often more receptive of new
information pertaining to that product and thus more interested in
the advertisement [59].

2.3.2 Advertising in smartphone applications and games

With the launch of the modern touch smartphone in 2007, along with the apps
or applications these smartphones are capable of running, the mobile entertain-
ment market has shifted drastically. At it’s launch the marketing possibilities
were over-hyped and by 2011 it was getting more feasible to market a product
via smartphones, by using push notifications and in-app advertising [60]. Since
then mobile advertising spending has only increased. In 2019 US advertisers
spent 129 billion US dollars on digital advertisements or 54.2% of their media
ad budgets, making mobile advertising the largest digital advertisement plat-
form. This number is estimated to reach almost two thirds of their budget by
2023 [61,62].

There are many ways you can advertise on the mobile platform. The most
common advertising forms are: banner, text, video, rich media and native ads,
where rich media refers to advertisements that let the user interact or engage
with the content and native ads as advertisements that match their surrounding
environments, as not to distract or irritate. [63]. A study examining advertising
in mobile applications found that 95 % of mobile applications have some sort
of advertising content. Advertisements that prompt the user to upgrade the
application to a premium version are the most common at 48,2%, interrupting
video ads are at 34,8% and banner advertisements at 17% [10].
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When advertising on the mobile platform it is important that the advertise-
ments are non-irritating as consumers are more likely to engage with the ad-
vertisements’ message and the product itself then [64]. Young people also tend
to get more irritated by poorly constructed advertisements that spark negative
feelings, but they are also more inclined to use the advertised product if the ad
is non irritating and informative [65].

Even though advertising can enable content being made available to customers
at a lower cost or even free, it still has downsides that developers have to take in
mind when implementing them. Creating advertisements that are very perfor-
mance heavy can take a serious toll on the applications’ CPU, memory, energy
and bandwidth costs [66]. Because of this it’s important to create advertise-
ments that are light weight so that they don’t compromise the game experience.

2.3.3 Advertising in VR games and environments

According to a Greenlight Insights forecast mentioned in Digiday the VR busi-
ness will rise to 38 billion dollars annually [67]. And according to Superdata
VR game revenue increased by 41% in 2019 [9]. The report also says that free-
to-play games accounted for 4 out of 5 dollars spent on digital games in 2019.
These games often finance themselves through either in-game purchases or com-
mercials [68]. Considering these facts we can assume that advertisements in VR
will also increase and be beneficial for companies to invest in.

VR gives a new dimension to advertising. Giving advertisers the opportunity
to create a whole world to introduce or experience their products. There have
been studies that explore their effectiveness and uses, some of which are featured
below.

The airline Cathway Pacific created a 360◦ video to allow their customers to ex-
perience what it is like to travel with their company all the way from checking in
to sitting in their cabin. This campaign gave 29% increase in unaided awareness,
25% increase in brand favorability and 12% increase in preference for airline [69].

According to a study created by Omnivert 360◦ videos and photos had signifi-
cantly better click through and completion rates compared to 2D versions [70].

In mobile games the player are often given the option to watch an ad for a
reward of some sort. Unity has implemented an option for this in VR. The user
will have the option to enter a new area where the advertisement is located and
will after a period of time be returned to the original game. How the adver-
tisement will play out is up to the advertiser. But this gives the advertiser the
opportunity to give the customer a fully immersive experience of their prod-
uct [71].

Similar to mobile- and computer environments, VR has the capability of 2D-
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advertisements. Such as billboards and placeholders. In a mobile environment
the advertiser pays for how much of the screen their advert will cover, for how
long it will be shown etc. This is the same in VR, however the size of the advert
can be made so much bigger. As mentioned earlier the size of the advert is one
of its success factors. Since a VR environment puts the user in a 360◦ world
there is much more space where ads can be implemented which can allow for
advertisers to have bigger adverts with more influential messages.

A sense of presence within the game is also a factor when considering how
successful an advert can be. Presence can be defined as the illusion of ”being
there”. A heightened sense of presence may lead to increased product knowl-
edge, purchase intention and brand attitude. An advertisement also has the
potential to increase the sense of presence within a virtual experience. There-
fore it is in the advertiser’s best interest to create advertisements that does not
detract users’ sense of presence from the virtual experience and instead use the
advertisement to increase it [72].

There has been similar research conducted that focuses on advertising and its
various effects in VR as well as mobile. This section aims to highlight what has
already been studied within this field as well as to note the differences between
our study.

In one study the authors have created a city layout that can be traversed in
VR. 15 people, split into three groups, were picked to wander around in the
city using a HMD, CAVE system or a desktop monitor. The last being a non
virtual reality setting to compare to. In this city there exists advertisements
spread throughout the landscape. Their goal, a subset of ours was to measure
immersion and brand recall. They find that while the virtual reality settings
provided a higher level of immersion for the user it did not necessarily make
them remember the adverts better [73]. This is in contrast to our hypothesis,
as we believe our test subjects will remember advertising messages better in a
virtual reality environment with a higher immersion.

Another study compares 2D advertising in VR to banner advertisements on
a website. They use something called MaxWhere which is a software that es-
sentially creates a virtual room. The study was comprised of 22 participants,
12 tested the VR application and 10 users tested web-based application. Their
study’s result varies from the study mentioned above as they found that 90%
of users remembered advertisements in the VR environment and only 40% re-
membered the web-based ads [74].

One study focuses on virtual reality’s role in the tourism industry. Where an
almost 2 minute long commercial for a hotel could be played in a virtual reality
setting, and then compared to a Youtube video of the same length, advertising
the same hotel. The study was conducted in two parts. The first part had 200
participants see either the VR version advert or the PC video version. Users
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then filled in a questionnaire to measure short term memory of products along
with other finds. The second part consisted of 169 participants in the goal to
measure long term brand recognition. The results were that VR commercials
were better in terms of ad-recognition, ad attitude, brand attitude and purchase
intention [75].

There exists also research that focuses on what current issues exist for advertis-
ers in the virtual reality industry. The conclusion of the study is that there is
a lot of untapped potential within the virtual reality industry, as a basis of ad-
vertising. The authors also state that virtual reality as an advertising platform
is better than mobile or PC, because of the additional opportunities presented
in a 3D space where heightened interaction is possible [76].

A study from Alpen-adria university, Austria, used gaming as an environment
to test advertising in 2D, 3D and VR, with a focus on the gaming aspects. Par-
ticipants test one of the three variants to then gather data about user attitudes,
game-arousal, presence and more [77].

2.4 Evaluation

2.4.1 Quantitative and Qualitative data

When collecting information, it is common to split the results into two different
categories. Namely quantitative data and qualitative findings. Quantitative
data is, as the name suggests, broadly the process of assigning numbers or
values to different observations such that it represents the quantity of charac-
teristics [78]. With this we can then express an observation or finding by a value
and compare this value to similar findings that have also been assigned a value.
This data can be gathered in multiple ways, such as surveys, experiments, polls
and more. This kind of data is then collected often for statistical analysis.

The difference between quantitative- and qualitative data is that qualitative
data is often not described in numbers, but in words. Written or oral language
is instead used to express the gathered data or findings, instead of numbers and
values. Some of the most common ways to gather qualitative data is by con-
ducting interviews, observing participants during some kind of test and using
focus groups [79].

2.4.2 User Experience Optimization and measurement parameters

To measure UX (User Experience) parameters and gather data that can then
be used to measure how good a product of experience is, a mixture of quali-
tative and quantitative data is gathered. The quantitative data is referred to
the behavioural UX data and are empirical findings that to some extent ex-
plain how the user uses a product. The qualitative data is commonly gathered
using usability testing, where a group of participants gets to try the product
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or experience you are evaluating. There are several different ways to conduct
usability testing, such as watching the participants perform their tasks, inter-
viewing them afterwards or let the participants orally explain what they are
doing while doing the experiment. This is done to find out why the participants
act in certain ways in different situations, in relation to the experience they are
a part of [80].

2.4.3 User Interviews and Structures

An interview is a way to gather quantitative data or qualitative findings or
information from interview participants. It’s done by talking and listening to
people and used to gather information or data through conversations. There
are different structures that can be used when performing an interview study.
The most common types of interviews are structured-, semi structured- and
unstructured interviews [81].

A structured interview is also known as the standard interview. There are
questions prepared before-hand and every participant are asked the exact same
questions. The aim is for everyone to receive the same interview experience and
thus the interview itself cannot affect the answers between different participants.
The questions asked are often very specific, a result of this is that the interview
can be very rigid and it’s difficult to probe a problem area for additional infor-
mation. The advantages of this format is that the interviewer has full control
over the topics, length of interview to some extent and the format [81].

Semi structured interviews is a less rigorous interview format where the re-
searcher has some key themes, issues and questions to be covered and the order
of the questions can be changed depending on how the interview goes. Within
each topic the researcher can expand on it or let the subject expand on it as
they seem fit and ask the questions that are deemed necessary [81].These kinds
of interviews has a lot of uses as it is structured enough to address the core
research area while it also leaves space for interview subjects to express new
meanings and value to the topic of study. The questions in a semi structured
interview often vary and tend to include both open-ended questions as well as
questions that are more theoretically driven. All questions should however be
clearly connected to the research topic. The downsides of this format is that
inexperienced interviewers might not be able to expand properly on an area and
probe for more information when needed [82].

The unstructured interview is a more flexible method that is a lot more ca-
sual than the other formats. Here there is no underlying structure to every
interview and all interviews may vary a lot. Interviewees are encouraged to
evaluate on a subject with as much detail as possible. The questions asked are
questions the interviewer deem the participant can answer based on the context
of the interview. The downsides of this is that the interviewer might not know
in what direction to steer the interview and data gathered from the interview
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might not be relevant to the research [81].

After conducting the interview the researcher may transcribe the interview,
most commonly from an audio recorded source that clearly states the date, sub-
ject participation acceptance and names [83]. After transcribing the interviews,
they can be analyzed to find patterns and salient themes, one way is to identify
key words or common phrases and group answers based on that [84].

2.4.4 Measuring Brand recall and brand attitudes

Brand recall has been used as a measure of an advertisements effectiveness for
a long time [41, 85]. Given this it’s important for advertisers that consumers
remembers the message or product advertised. There are several ways to mea-
sure how well someone remembers a certain advertisement message. One way is
to let the subjects name the first brand they can think of in a certain category,
where the advertisement(s) they were exposed to is part of one or more of the
categories. This can show what percentage of subjects immediately linked and
remembered the advertisement to the category shown [41]. Brand preference
or attitude can be measured in a similar way by asking ”which of the following
brands do you prefer” where one or more of the brands were part of an adver-
tisement that the subject was exposed to. Brand preference and brand recall
usually tend to match, so that if the brand recall is high, the brand preference
is also high [41].

Another way to measure brand recall is by presenting a list of brands and
let a sub section of the list be brands that the subject was exposed to while
the rest are brands that did not appear during the experiment. The subject is
then asked to correctly identify which advertisements he/she were exposed to
or which advertisement he/she associate with the experiment [86,87].

It is possible to use both of these methods to gather brand recall data, it is
however important to use the method where the subject lists brands first as it
otherwise may lead to corruption in the recall data [88].

Finally we can also measure consumer’s attitudes towards a brand or the per-
ceived quality of a brand by letting the subject that has been exposed to one or
more advertisements fill in statements regarding the brand. The brands present
are the ones that the subject was exposed to as well as some made up brands
or other brands within the same category. The statements are designed to al-
low the gathering of attitudinal data such as ”I think that the brand that was
advertised was:” good/bad, valuable/worthless, pleasant/unpleasant [89].

2.4.5 Questionnaires

A questionnaire can be used to gather information from people by asking direct
or indirect questions. It’s a way to ask these questions to a large set of people
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without having to meet them in person to verbally ask them. This makes it
ideal to gather information from a large pool of respondents possibly spread
out over a geographically big distance. As the researcher can decide fully which
questions they want answered and in what order, questionnaires are considered
a structured data gathering technique [90].

Questions that demand the subject to answer on a scale can best be constructed
by using a scale with few enough points that each point is clear and unambigu-
ous but not having too few points, so subjects feel that each response to the
statement is accounted for [91].

It’s important that when designing a questionnaire to decide whether to use
closed- or open questions. Both can be valuable as closed questions will bring
a definitive answer to a question from a set of answers available to the subject.
Open questions let the subject answer in their own words in regards to the
statement or question and can thus provide more varied information [91].

When designing questionnaires its important to consider not having too many
questions regarding the same topic or sub-topic as that may make respondents
fatigued and less interested in latter questions. If several alternatives are pre-
sented as answers to a question, the researcher should be careful not to have
too many answers as respondents will remember and more likely choose the first
or last alternative, thus forgetting or not prioritizing the alternatives present in
the middle [91].

3 Purpose

Modern VR technology is still very young. It has only been commercially avail-
able to the general public since 2016. There are not nearly as many people
playing VR games as people playing games on other gaming platforms [37, 92].
According to polling data, this is partly because of it being too expensive and
that there are not enough games [6]. As long as there is a consensus that there’s
not enough games and therefore not enough players, developers might not feel
like adapting to this new platform either, creating a vicious cycle. Given this,
we believe it is a perfect opportunity for companies invested in making virtual
reality experiences and games; to re-asses their monetary systems in place and
adopt an approach similar to the mobile gaming market. Games on the mobile
gaming market are generally very low cost or even free, by adapting such a low
barrier of entry to consumers; they make their products available to customers
that otherwise would likely never have tried it. Mobile games almost always
feature advertising to some extent [10], and it is very important that the adver-
tisements are not irritating to the user and that they don’t significantly affect
the performance of the overall game. We propose using 2D static billboard
advertisements in virtual reality games as they are generally very light weight
and often not more than a simple texture. We also believe them to be very
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non intrusive to the overall game experience as they do not interrupt the player
and can even enrich certain environments where the advertisement message is
natural.

The purpose of this study is to find out if virtual reality games are a viable
advertising setting in comparison to the already established mobile game set-
ting. Specifically if the 2D billboard advertisement type is as viable. Showing
that the virtual reality environment produces as good results for advertisers
may in turn spark the creation of more free to play games that use an advertis-
ing model as it’s primary financial income. Making VR games cheaper would
be beneficial for users who would only need the equipment and have access to
more content to enjoy that may also attract new users, without compromising
the initial gaming experience. We also want to find out what makes an adver-
tisement bad or good and how much interaction an advert can require from the
user before it’s deemed irritating.

Our hypothesis is that users experiencing the game in VR will see a higher
level of immersion as well as brand recall- and recognition. We believe that if
the user has earlier experiences of VR, it will affect the results of brand recall-
and recognition by users remembering advertisement messages better and notic-
ing advertisements easier. We also think that the presence of advertisements will
not have a significant negative or positive effect on the immersion or enjoyment
of the experience.

3.1 De-limitations

In this study we will only focus on 2D-advertisement formats. Such as billboards
and placeholders. One of VR’s advantages is the immersion it provides for the
user. This gives advertisers a new way to showcase their products to the user
where they could present any kind of scenario or scene where the user is forced
to take part of their message and can interact with it in a way that previously
was not realizable. This is nothing that this report will focus on.

We decided to not include desktop computer games since it would force us
to create a third test environment, something that we would not be able to
finish within the time-scope of this project.

We will only have a single environment for both VR and mobile. Meaning
we will only test the differences for one type of game. So the result might be
different if we would have used a different game, e.g. sports or role-playing game
(RPG).
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4 Methods

4.1 Test environment

To test how well advertisements perform and how they are perceived in VR
games in regards to mobile games we created two test environments. The test
environments are two games where the goal is the same in both instances and
both versions share almost all of the same assets, making them as similar to each
other as possible. We chose to create a slimmed down version of the popular
game Fruit Ninja [93], as it is commercially available on both the mobile and
VR platform [94]. This type of game translates well between mobile and VR as
the objective of slicing fruits can be implemented to be close to one another on
both platforms. The setting can also be almost identical on both platforms as
well as the player is very static and doesn’t move within the environment. The
game still utilizes each platforms’ strength despite being similar to each other.
The mobile version utilizes touch and precise finger movements and in VR the
player has a larger range of motion, field of view and can with body movement
use both of the controllers to slice the fruit.

In these games you play as the cook in a pirate crew and the goal is to slice fruit
and vegetables to create salads while in the pirate tavern. The objective of the
game is to slice fruits and vegetables that fly upwards into the players’ field of
view. More detail on how it works on each platform will be offered below in the
respective section. When slicing the fruits the player earns points and can accu-
mulate streaks that grant point multipliers, making each successive slice worth
more points. These streaks can then be lost by either missing a fruit or slicing
a bomb that can appear in place of a fruit. The game also gets progressively
harder every 30 seconds to demand the players’ full attention throughout the
play session. The game consists of two levels. One level features three large
advertisements of the same sizes in the background while the other level does
not present any advertisements and there are instead classical style paintings
present that are more fitting for the setting. Each level is played for two minutes
and after finishing the first level the player plays the second level after a short
verification from the player on the level change, as to differentiate between the
two levels and alert the player that something is happening. After finishing
both levels the player is informed that the game is completed and asked to fill
out a questionnaire.

As results and player attitudes may vary depending on which order the scenes
are presented in, there exists two versions of the game. When installing the
game, each version has a 50% chance of being the version displayed for the
player. The version for a specific unit is saved in the player preferences on the
hard drive and thus persists even when restarting the game. The two versions
are named Redbeard’s Tavern and Blackbeard’s Tavern. In the version named
Blackbeard’s Tavern, advertisements are present in the first level and in the
second level there are paintings present instead. In the Redbeard’s Tavern ver-
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sion there are no advertisements in the first level and only in the second one.
Afterwards when the user fills out the questionnaire the first question is what
the title of the game was. Depending on their answer they will be directed
to different parts of the questionnaire. This is done so we can keep track on
whether the order of the advertisements being presented has an impact on the
results.

Figure 3: Flowchart of level distribution

The advertisements are presented within a painting frame as well as two ad-
vertisements behind wooden shutters, typical of the setting. The brands Fanta,
Volvo and Angry birds were chosen to be part of the experiment and the brands,
as well as their positions are the same in both the VR and mobile version.

The games were both created in the game engine Unity [95] and when Unity
draws a game object on the screen the engine has to issue a draw call to the
graphics API. These draw calls are often very resource intensive and the more
complex the object is, in regards to materials, light sources, shadows and trian-
gle or polygon count, the more resources are required to render them. Triangle
or polygon count refers to how many polygons or triangles are used to create
an object, a set of objects or an entire frame in a scene [96]. One of the issues
with creating the same or close replicas of the same game on different platforms
is that these platforms may have different performance targets. Our goal was
to have both games use between 50-100 draw calls per frame, 50.000 - 100.000
triangles or vertices per frame as well as a minimum of 72 frames per second
(fps). These are the performance targets for the Oculus Quest, provided by
Oculus, and serve as a great baseline [97]. To achieve these performance targets
we had to use low polygon models that use few materials, as well as only having
static light sources with no particle effects, such as the torches in the game. We
also needed low polygon models for the fruits, seen in figure 4 and 5, as when a
fruit is sliced we use the mesh collider attached to the fruit game object to slice
or split the model at the ”point of impact” or the polygon(s) that are touched
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by the player collider. A collider is essentially a barrier around the object that
can be used to see if that object comes in contact with any other collider. The
mesh collider is a more advanced form of a normal collider that is in-line with
the objects form and the more advanced or high fidelity objects the more perfor-
mance taxing it is to use. Using a high fidelity model with a high triangle count
would make slicing the fruit a lot more performance taxing as more calculations
have to be made by the engine. Because of some issues related to the VR game
being in 3D space and the mobile game being primarily in 2D space we had to
use different fruit models, we believe the models are similar enough for it not
to make a significant difference.

Figure 4: Fruit models in mobile Figure 5: Fruit models in VR

The tavern itself is also a low poly asset that use very few materials for each
object in the environment, seen in figure 6. We also use low poly furniture
and decorations, as shown in figure 7. Ideally we would like to clutter the
background environment more with fitting objects to give the environment a
more realistic feeling but doing so might affect performance, especially on older
android phones.
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Figure 6: Model of entire tavern using low poly assets

Figure 7: Objects after being arranged to be used in pirate tavern scene

Despite using all of the same assets and lights for the tavern environment the
games look slightly different from one each other. This is because the mobile
version utilizes an orthographic camera while the VR version uses a perspective
camera and has a larger FOV. Using an orthographic camera view means that
objects are rendered isometrically, with no sense of perspective distortion, this
can be seen in figure 8 where the scene can be stretched out and objects in the
foreground do not appear bigger than the ones in the back. The orthographic
camera also uses forward rendering instead of deferred rendering which can be a
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huge performance boost for mobile units [98]. This is a design decision that was
made as we developed the mobile version and needed the player’s touch to trans-
late to a position on the screen and have the slicing-trail follow this position.
This can be done using Unity’s built in function Camera.ScreenToWorldPoint
that transforms a position in the world space to screen space, this function
requires an orthographic camera however. The VR version has to utilize a per-
spective camera as it is required to simulate a real world view that has depth
and can be seen in figure 9.

Figure 8: Pirate tavern using an orthographic camera (Mobile version)

Figure 9: Pirate tavern using a perspective camera (VR version)
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4.1.1 Mobile game environment

In the mobile version, the field of view is as big as the field of regard. The back-
ground is static and the player cannot look around. As the 2D mobile version
uses an orthographic camera instead of a perspective camera the setting looks
slightly different. In our pilot tests this was not something that the test subjects
thought about and all four subjects expressed that the setting was the same or
very similar.

When players start the game they are greeted with one of the start screens
seen in figure 10 and 11. When the player drags their finger across the screen,
a trail follows, shown in figure 12. Drag the finger over the fruit to slice it. The
fruit is cut based on the angle the finger was coming from as well as the current
rotation of the fruit.

The following images show how the game looks like while playing, in figure
13 there are no advertisements present and the different models for the fruits
and bombs can be seen. In figure 14, there are advertisements present instead
and when the time is up on a level a pop up will appear, seen in figure 15 and
16.

Figure 10: Menu with Blackbeards Tavern title
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Figure 11: Menu with Redbeards Tavern title

Figure 12: Game being played with advertisements present
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Figure 13: Game being played with advertisements hidden

Figure 14: Game being played with bombs present and advertisements hidden
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Figure 15: Pop up screen after finishing the first level

Figure 16: Pop up screen when the two levels are completed

4.1.2 VR game environment

In the VR version the field of regard is greater than the field of view. The player
is placed in the environment and is presented a start menu, seen in figure 16 and
17, similar to the mobile version. However since interacting with a GUI often
works differently for VR and 2D games the scenes are not identical and some
differences are present. This can be seen in the following figures. The player is
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placed behind a bench inside a tavern and can look around in the environment in
360. However if turning around, the player will only see a wall, this is because we
want the player to be looking forward where the fruits will spawn. The players’
hands are represented by swords that are used to cut the fruits and navigate
through the menus. The UI in the VR version is not made up of buttons with
clear instructions labeled on the buttons but with text instructions in the player
FOV while looking at the fruit, these instructions state that the player must
slice a certain fruit that spawns before them to advance, seen in figure 23 and
24. A view on how the game looks while playing with ads can be seen in figure
19, and without ads in figure 20. In figure 21, it is shown how it looks like when
the player slices a fruit and figure 22 shows how a bomb looks like in the VR
version.

Figure 17: Menu with Blackbeards Tavern title
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Figure 18: Menu with Redbeards Tavern title

Figure 19: Game being played with advertisements present
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Figure 20: Game being played with advertisements hidden

Figure 21: Fruit being sliced with no ads
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Figure 22: Bomb spawning while playing with ads

Figure 23: Pop up screen after finishing the first level
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Figure 24: Pop up screen when the two levels are completed

4.2 User Study

4.2.1 Experimental Design

Due to the Covid-19 outbreak our way of gathering user data had to be altered.
We wanted to sit down with our test subjects while they were exploring our
test environments and directly after follow up with an interview. The Covid-
19 outbreak has forced many offices and all upper education school facilities
to close and we have therefore no natural place to meet people and conduct
the experiment with follow up interviews. By conducting the experiments in
person we could have decided what platform our subject should use first and
also if they play the game with advertisements present first followed by the one
without or vice versa. We could have have had a control group where some
did not play with ads at all and some played with advertisements, as is more
common when doing an experiment of this kind. We decided against using a
control group as we feared we might get too few participants and by effectively
cutting the number of people who play with advertisements in half we feared
we might lose valuable data. By conducting this experiment mostly in digital
spaces, it also makes it harder for us to know who would be apart of the control
group or not. By reason of these factors we decided that everyone will play
the game featuring advertisements and the game will consist of two levels. One
level will feature advertisements and one level will feature paintings that would
reasonably be found within the game environment. If we could have followed
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our original plan we could have decided what platform our subject should use
first and also if they will play the game with the adverts scene first followed
by the one without or vice versa. Since we have to distribute our experiments
another way than planned we had to implement a way to randomize the order in
which they show up. There is a 50% chance that the scene with advertisements
first will be played and a 50% chance that advertisements will be present in the
second level instead. Depending on what scene is played first, the title of the
game changes and the users are in the survey prompted to enter what the title
name of the game was, this way we can track who plays what version and how
many plays each version.

Figure 25: Flowchart over users participating in experiment

With this approach we can measure data from people playing the ”Redbeard’s
Tavern” or ”Blackbeard’s Tavern” in both mobile and VR, the model of this can
be seen in figure 25. We can then measure how using the advertisements in the
first or last scene impacts the experience in relation to the other scene as well
as on the other platform. To get a full view of the mobile result we can add the
data in both instances of the application to get the total of all survey answers.
The same applies for the VR version, we can then easily compare between the
total VR and total mobile data.
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4.2.2 Pilot testing

Pilot tests were performed with 4 test subjects with the primary goal of decid-
ing how long each level should be played as well as to determine the size of the
adverts in each environment. Since there is no way to directly translate the size
of an object in a 2D space to VR, or vice versa, we asked our test subjects if the
adverts were perceived as the same size and tweaked the size of the adverts in
both version until all test subjects agreed they were about the same size. The
test subjects also expressed that they got bored when the levels were longer
than two minutes as well as that they got tired in the arms and shoulders from
playing the VR version for too long. Given this information both levels were
set to be two minutes long in both versions. We also used these test subjects to
gauge the difficulty on both platforms and to adjust it accordingly so that the
game experience on each platform was as close to one another as possible. Test
subjects were also used for general testing purposes and got to test the games
frequently during the development cycle to find various issues and bugs. The
testers were chosen based on how often they could commit to testing the game,
ideally we would have liked the initial testers to have some varying experience
with VR and mobile but the available subjects all had similar experience. They
all had some experience with mobile games and no experience with VR games
previously.

The pilot testers were also used when designing the questionnaire and interview
questions. Their task was to find any questions that the user might not have
sufficient information answering by only playing the two experimental games.
By utilizing these pilot testers when designing the interview questions specifi-
cally, we could also determine which questions were not open ended enough to
generate some sort of discussion.

4.2.3 Users

The mobile app has been distributed on google play by their open beta pro-
gram, allowing us to have control over who has access to the application. The
users download the app by a link provided by us that takes them to the down-
load page for the app and lets us know how many have enrolled to the beta
program. While trying to distribute the VR application we had to go through
Oculus Quest’s official store channels that have a very lengthy review process.
We chose to release it solely on the Oculus Quest as that is the only HMD unit
that we had available for testing as well as that it works a bit differently than
other HMD’s that are connected through the PC, mainly that the Quest runs
.apk files while the other versions primarily run .exe files. When publishing a
game on the Oculus Quest store, a pitch of the game first has to be submitted
to Oculus, the game is then reviewed and finally published. Our game did not
meet the requirements during the pitch and we therefore had to resort to other
measures to get the game in the hands of Oculus Quest owners.
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The mobile application along with the corresponding survey were sent out to
mobile gaming enthusiast groups and shared on social media platforms, this to
create a somewhat diverse set of users as well as to reach as many possible candi-
dates as possible. These users were not to be part of the interviews as they likely
did not own the specified Oculus Quest, so the number of participants were the
focus of the search. Finding test participants proved challenging as they had to
own an Android phone with a target API over or including 19 and when signing
up to the beta test program it would sometimes take a couple of minutes before
they could download the game causing many to give up and opt out of the study.

As we could not distribute the VR game through the Oculus Quest store we
shared the .apk file along with instructions on how to ”sideload” the game, in-
stalling non licensed Oculus games outside of the native store, in VR enthusiast
groups in hope to find participants to the survey and possible people that could
partake in an interview if they had an android phone.

For the interviews and VR surveys we utilized the one Oculus Quest HMD
we had available for testing and development to let any volunteers try the game
on it. After playing the game on the VR device they were asked to fill out the
survey for the VR game. Upon completion they played the mobile game, either
on their own devices by downloading the game or borrowing an android phone.
We made sure all users played the same version of the game on both platforms,
if the VR version was ”Blackbeard’s Tavern” with advertisement present in the
first scene, the mobile version would be the same to ensure the same experience
is gained on both platforms. After finishing the game on the android device
we conducted an interview with the test subject. All interviews were followed
through immediately after playing both games to ensure the participants still
had a fresh memory of both experiences.

As mobile survey participants were primarily found through recruiting volun-
teers on the internet while the majority of VR survey participants are gathered
by us lending the Oculus Quest we might experience some deviation in test par-
ticipants country of origin. This might have an effect as we measure the attitudes
and previous knowledge of brands, as that may differ in different countries. We
have chosen not to include a question in the surveys to gather this data. We
fear that by introducing new independent variables in our research it will get to
split to draw any real conclusions from.

4.2.4 Questionnaire and interview design

The questionnaire was designed so that we may get quantitative data regarding
the game experience on both the mobile- and VR platform. Question types
vary between an open answer, where the user can write a short text of their
choosing to more constricting options where we present a few alternatives to
choose from. We also use some likert scale type questions that always range
from one to five, where each option clearly corresponds to a feeling or answer
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as to be unambiguous [91]. In the questionnaire we want to get data on how
fun they thought the game was, how immersed they were in the game, as well
as if they felt there was any differences in enjoyment or immersion between the
levels. These questions demand closed answers where the user answers using a
likert scale or they have to choose between a number of alternatives, this so we
can easily compare between the different versions of the game as well as between
the different platforms [91]. We also have questions to gauge the brand recall
and user attitudes of the brands presented in the games. To begin with we
let the users name the first brand they can think of in the categories of sodas,
car brands and mobile game or applications. These categories are chosen as
they align with the brands advertised in the game. This is done so that we can
get a percentage of how many subjects immediately think of or remember the
advertisement shown [41]. The subject is then asked to identify which brands
they associate with the game where nine alternatives are presented and three of
the alternatives are correct. The other alternatives are brands within the same
category as the adverts displayed in the game. This is another way of measuring
brand recall and we use the free text version of the brand recall question first
as to not corrupt the data by presenting possible choices [86–88].

To measure the attitudes the users have towards the brands we first let them
choose which brand they prefer, where some options are listed and one of the
options is the brand involved in the study [41]. The user must also answer
a question where they are tasked with grading ten brands with ”good”, ”No
opinion” or ”bad” and seven of the brands are not part of the study but within
the same category of brands as the ones in the games, these questions allow us
to gather attitudinal data that we can compare between platforms and game
versions [89]. As a final question we gather data on how many actively noticed
that there were advertisements present in the game, to get statistics on if the
users have to actively recall that they saw the advertisements for it to have an
effect. These questions allow us to measure and quantify the effectiveness of the
advertisements in the games on the different platforms.

As the questionnaire consists mostly of the closed question type that bring
us quantifiable data, the interview questions are designed so that we may find
information about why the data looks the way it does. We chose to use a semi
structured interview style where we have a set of questions prepared before-
hand, all questions are asked in the same way and order. If the subject can give
more information about any related topic while answering a question, a follow
up question will be asked to probe for more information in accordance with the
semi structured interview format [82].

As some test participants were likely not to notice the advertisements we de-
cided to show them the advertisements along with the paintings, so we can still
produce a discussion about them. Subjects that did not notice the advertise-
ments at all wont be asked the full set of questions as some questions only make
sense if they saw them. There are still a lot of questions that are valuable, even
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if the advertisements were not seen. We still asked them about their overall
attitude towards advertisements in games, if the knowledge of advertisements
being present in games change their attitude of the game along with attitudes
towards brands in games. The questions took a more general direction if they
had not seen the ads, focusing on how they view advertisements in games in
general and how their attitudes changes towards the game and brand once they
knew it was part of the game.

The interview questions follow the format of the questionnaire by first address-
ing the enjoyment and immersion but with a focus on why one platform was
perceived as superior to other one. We query the subjects, to see if they noticed
anything different in the environment during the level change. The primary
goal of the questions is to find out what makes them notice the advertisements,
why it possibly influences the enjoyment and immersion and if there are any
differences between the platforms. These questions also address how big the
advertisements were perceived on both platforms and if noticing the advertise-
ments had any effect on the subjects’ game experience and immersion as well as
their attitude towards the game or towards the advert. We also ask the subjects
if they think the game would have been better without the ads present and if
so why, as to find out what makes the ads be perceived negatively. We also ask
how they usually respond to advertisements in a game, and how their attitudes
toward the brand or game may change when seeing an ad. Lastly we ask some
general questions such as what the subjects general opinion on advertisements
in games are. If the subject would prefer paying less or nothing for a game with
advertisements featured or buy the game full price with no advertisements, and
what level of advertising is okay before it hinders the game experience.

The questionnaire and interview questions can be found in the appendix.

4.2.5 Dependent and independent variables

An independent variable is the variable that can be changed by the experimenter
to change or control the dependent variable. The dependent variable is the
variable that is being being measured and observed. In our experiment the
independent variables are the platform the game is being played on, what version
of the game is played as well as user age and experience. The dependent variables
that we garner results from are their enjoyment levels, immersion, brand recall
and brand attitudinal data. This way we can measure how the platforms and
game versions perform differently as well as how the user experience e.g differs
on the platforms.
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5 Result

5.1 Mobile Survey data

The mobile data can be split into three parts as there have been different ver-
sions of the game available for the test subjects as well as the total data from
both versions combined. In the Blackbeard’s tavern version, advertisements
were present in the first level of the game. In the Redbeard’s tavern version,
advertisements were present in the second level. In the level where advertise-
ments were not featured, paintings were depicted that were more natural for
the game’s setting.

In total there were 41 participants in the mobile survey, and a graph of the
gender of these participants can be seen in figure 26. They were asked to play
both levels of the game and then immediately after fill out the survey. 21 people
played the Blackbeard’s Tavern version and 20 people played the Redbeard’s
Tavern version, the graphical representation of this can be seen in figure 27.
The mean age of the participants were almost 26 years old (25,9) and a more
detailed view can be found in figure 28.

Figure 26: Gender or identity of all mobile game participants
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Figure 27: Player distribution across game versions on the mobile platform

Figure 28: Ages of all mobile game participants

The experience of the participants ranged from one to five, with the mean
experience being 3,58 and median experience being 4, a graphical view of this
can be seen in figure 29.
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Figure 29: Experience of all mobile game participants

5.1.1 Blackbeard’s Tavern vs Redbeard’s Tavern

In the Blackbeard’s Tavern version, the participants encountered advertisements
in the first level and in the Redbeard’s Tavern version the participants encoun-
tered advertisements in the second level. 20 of the participants played the
Blackbeard’s Tavern version whereas 21 people played the Redbeard’s Tavern
version. Additional graphs and exact data for both versions can be found in the
Appendix 8.2 Questionnaire Graphs.

When participants were asked how fun they thought the game was, where the
answer would range between one, not fun at all, and five, extremely fun, both
versions produced similar results. In the Blackbeard’s Tavern version, players
reported a mean value of 2,95 and a median value of 3. In the Redbeard’s Tavern
version the same values were 2,76 and the median value was also 3. Immersion
was measured in a similar way in both versions and in the Blackbeard’s Tavern
version the mean value of immersion was 2,6 and a median value of 3. The
opposite version garnered a mean value of 2,19 and median value of 2. Both the
enjoyment and immersion was slightly lower in the Redbeard’s Tavern version.
Enjoyment and immersion levels per level was also measured to see if the ad-
vertisements would impact these values.

In the Blackbeard’s Tavern version 75% claimed that both levels were just as
fun, 20% enjoyed level two better and 5% thought level one was more fun. In
the same version 60% of players stated that they did not feel any difference in
immersion between the levels, 25% felt more immersed in level two and 15%
felt more immersed in level one. When advertisements were featured in the sec-
ond level in the Redbeard’s Tavern version, 66,7% of players thought that both
levels were just as enjoyable and 33,3% thought that level two was more fun to
play. Immersion in this version followed the same trends where 57,1% felt no
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difference between the levels, 38% felt more immersed in level two and 4,8% felt
more immersed in the first level. Both enjoyment and immersion was slightly
lower in the Redbeard’s Tavern version, where advertisements are featured in
the second level. A table of these values can be seen in figure 30, where it also
shows that participants playing the Blackbeard’s tavern version had slightly
lower experience of playing mobile games.

Figure 30: Mean enjoyment, immersion and experience across the two versions

Next in the survey there were questions pertaining to brand recall, users were
initially asked to write the first soda brand, car brand and mobile game or appli-
cation that they could think of, after playing the game. Users could submit any
answer and was not bound to a set of already defined choices in the survey. In
the Blackbeard’s Tavern version 55% recalled Fanta immediately, 40% thought
about Coca Cola and 5% thought about Pepsi, when asked to identify a soda
brand. In the other version, Fanta was recalled by 38,1% of users and 33,3%
thought of Coca Cola. Five other soda brands was also submitted with Pepsi
being the highest recalled brand of these with 9,5% of participants thinking of it.
When asked to think of a car brand, 40% recollected Volvo in the Blackbeard’s
Tavern and 10% submitted BMW as an answer. 10 additional brands were also
submitted, each with only one person thinking of them.

In the Redbeard’s Tavern version Volvo was also recollected best with 33,3% of
users choosing that brand. 19% of users answered BMW and 14,3% answered
Audi and Ford. Four more brands were submitted, each with only a single per-
son thinking about it when prompted. Participants that played Blackbeard’s
Tavern answered 11 different mobile games or applications when asked to iden-
tify a brand within that category. Angry Birds was the brand that was recalled
most with 35% of user answers. Thereafter, Fruit Ninja received 15% of an-
swers and Wordfeud 10%. 42,9% of participants that played the Redbeard’s
Tavern version answered Angry Birds or Fruit Ninja, three more brands were
submitted as answers, each with a single vote. The Blackbeard’s Tavern version
showed better recall rates within the soda and car brand category while users
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who played the Redbeard’s Tavern version better identified the right mobile
game brand more.

After letting the users write whatever brands they could think of within the
relevant categories they were asked to identify which brands they most associ-
ated with the game they just played. They had 10 brands to choose from where
three of them, Fanta, Volvo and Angry Birds, were featured in the game at
some point. The other seven brands were random brands that exist within the
same categories, namely the soda, car and mobile game / application categories.
Participants could enter as many brands as they wanted, but had to choose at
least one brand or could submit an answer other than the alternatives presented
in a free text form.

In the Blackbeard’s Tavern version users associated every brand featured in
the game to some extent except for the soda brand Sprite. The brands that
were most associated with the game here was Fanta that was chosen by 65% of
participants, Angry Birds that was chosen by 45% of users and Volvo by 40%.
Mercedes was also associated with the game by 30% of participants. Every
other brand was only chosen by one or two people. In Redbeard’s Tavern, the
results were similar with 66,7% of participants associating Fanta with the game,
57,1% chose Angry Birds and 38,1% answered Volvo. The fourth highest brand
associated with the game was Fruit Ninja along with seven other answers that
at most garnered two answers each. In both versions the brands featured in the
game were associated most with the game, in the same order with Fanta being
easiest to associate with the game followed by Angry Birds and Volvo. The
Redbeard’s Tavern version saw slightly better association rates in comparison
to the other version, except for the Volvo brand that received less answers.
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Figure 31: Results for featured brands in both versions

After measuring brand recall, user attitudes were measured. At first users were
asked to rate the ten previous brands that were available to choose from. These
brands could be rated either ”Good”, ”Bad” or ”No opinion” based on what
the users thought about them. In the Blackbeard’s Tavern version participants
liked Volvo and Mercedes best, with 75% of participants rating them as good
and only 10% rating them as bad. Thereafter Fanta was most well received with
70% of participants rating it as good, one bad and five that were indifferent to
the brand. Angry Birds was the brand that was best perceived after Fanta
with 60% of users voting it as good. Most other brands received mixed results
and graphs of this can be seen in the appendix, section 8.2. In the Redbeard’s
Tavern version Volvo and Fanta was perceived best and rated as good by 60%
of users. Thereafter Mercedes and Sprite was regarded as good by 55% of users
and following that was Angry Birds that was regarded as ”Good” by 33% of
users. All brands received a significantly higher amount of ”No opinion” votes
in the Redbeard’s Tavern version.
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Following rating the brands, users were asked to identify their favorite brand
in the soda, car and mobile game / application categories. They were given
five different brands to choose from and had to pick one of them. The Car
brand that was most preferred in the Blackbeard’s Tavern version was Volvo
and Mercedes that each got 35% of user answers. 15% chose Audi or Toyota
and 0% chose KIA. In the opposite version Audi was preferred by most users,
namely 36,1%. Subsequently Volvo received 28,6% of votes and Mercedes with
23,8%. KIA and Toyota both received 4,8% of votes. The most preferred soda
brand by players playing the Blackbeard’s Tavern version was Fanta, with 55%
of users choosing it as their preferred soda brand. Thereafter Pepsi received
30% of the answers and Sprite, Dr. Pepper and Trocadero each got 5%. In the
Redbeard’s Tavern version Fanta was also the most preferred brand with 28,6%
of user answers. Pepsi, Dr.Pepper and Trocadero was preferred most thereafter
by 19% of participants and lastly Sprite was chosen by 14,3%. Lastly, players
were asked to choose their preferred mobile game or application and 40% chose
Angry Birds, 20% preferred Candy Crush, 15% preferred Temple Run or Doodle
Jump and 10% answered Clash of Clans, in the Blackbeard’s Tavern version.
The other version offered similar results where 52,4% preferred Angry Birds,
23,8% Candy Crush, 14,3% Temple Run and 9,5% answered Doodle Jump.

The final question asked to players that partook in the game and question-
naire was if they had noticed that there were advertisements present in one of
the levels. In the version where advertisements were present in the first level,
namely Blackbeard’s Tavern 55% claimed that they had seen the advertise-
ments and 45% had consequently not seen them. In Redbeard’s Tavern where
the advertisements only get activated after changing the level, 42,9% of players
claimed that they saw the advertisements and 57,1% did not notice them.

5.1.2 Total Mobile Survey Data

In this section we will cover the total results of the mobile play testing and
survey. This means that the graphs and data is the data from Blackbeard’s
Tavern and Redbeard’s tavern summarized.

In total the mean value of the players enjoyment was 2,85 with a median value
of 3. 70,7% of all players thought there were no differences in their enjoyment
in the two different levels. 26,8% reported that they experienced level two as
being more fun and 2,4% thought that the first level was more entertaining.
Seen in figures 32 and 33.
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Figure 32: Total reported level of enjoyment of participants in mobile game

Figure 33: Reported level of enjoyment per level of all participants

The total immersion reported by all players had a mean value of 2,39 and a
median value of 2. 58,5% of all participants did not recognize any difference
in their immersion between the levels. 31,7% of player thought that level two
was more immersive and that they felt more as a part of the game in that level.
9,8% felt more immersed in the first level. Graphs for these values can be found
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in figure 34 and 35.

Figure 34: Total reported level of immersion of participants in mobile game

Figure 35: Reported level of immersion per level of all participants

The results for the data from the summarized versions, regarding the first soda
brands participants could think of, were that Fanta was recollected by 46,3% of
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participants. Coca Cola was the second most recollected brand at 36,6% and
thirdly Pepsi at 7,3%. The graph for this can be found in figure 36.

Figure 36: First soda brand that all mobile game participants thought of after
playing the game

In total there were 16 car brands that were identified when users were asked to
think of a car brand. Volvo was recollected at the highest rate of 36,6% with
BMW being the second most recollected at 14,6% and Audi, third at 9,8%. All
subsequent submissions can be seen in figure 37.
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Figure 37: First car brand that all mobile game participants thought of after
playing the game

Two applications were most prominent when asked to think of a mobile game
or application. Angry Birds was chosen as an answer by 39% of participants
and Fruit Ninja was chosen by 29,3% of participants, despite it not being an
answer to choose from. It was submitted using the other-option, where users
could write an answer in free text. Graph seen in figure 38.
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Figure 38: First mobile game or application that all mobile game participants
thought of after playing the game

The brands that were most associated with the game was Fanta, that was picked
by 65,9% of participants, following Angry Birds with 51,2% and Volvo at 39%.
Several other answers also got multiple votes such as Mercedes with 17,1% and
Fruit Ninja with 14,6% of user answers. A graph of all submitted answers can
be seen in figure 39.
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Figure 39: Total user association of brands with the mobile game they played
before answering survey

The total user attitudes to the given brands are depicted in figure 40. The
brands that garnered the most positive responses were Volvo, Mercedes, Fanta,
Sprite and Angry Birds. All brands that were shown during the play session are
perceived better than other brands within the same category.

Figure 40: Total user attitudes for 10 different brands within the Soda, car or
mobile game / application category

In total the preferred car brands were very split, Volvo received 31,7% of answers
from participants, making it the most preferred brand. Mercedes was chosen
by 29,3% of users along with Audi that was chosen by 26,8% of users. These
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three brands were the most prominent and all values and brand can be seen in
the graph in figure 41.

Figure 41: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the car brand cat-
egory

Fanta was the most preferred soda brand with 41,5% of user votes. Thereafter
Pepsi received 24,4% of all answers, Trocadero and Dr Pepper both received
12,2% and lastly Sprite received 9,8%, a graph of this can be seen in figure 42.

Figure 42: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the soda brand
category
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Angry Birds were the most preferred mobile game or application with 46,3% of
all answers. In second place came Candy Crush with 22%, thereafter Temple
Run received 14,6%. The full answer distribution can be seen in figure 43.

Figure 43: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the mobile game
category

In total 51,2% of participants claimed that they noticed the advertisements in
the game. Seen in figure 44.

Figure 44: Participants noticing advertisements in the game
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5.2 VR Survey data

Since the VR version works similar to the mobile version where there are two
different versions of the game, Blackbeard’s tavern and Redbeards’ Tavern. The
results can therefore be split into three parts, one for Blackbeards’ Tavern data,
one for Redbeard’s Tavern data and one for both versions summarized.

There were 20 responses on the VR survey. 19 of these were filled in con-
nection with the interviews. So in these cases the participant had played both
the mobile and the VR version before filling in the survey. Out of these 20
responses, 12 played Redbeards’ tavern and 8 played Blackbeards’ tavern, 6
identified as women and 14 as men. The mean age of the participants were 29
years old. Only two participants filled in that they had experience of VR and
18 said that they had none or very little. A more detailed view can be found in
figures below.

Figure 45: Gender distribution among participants
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Figure 46: Age distribution among participants

Figure 47: Experience of VR technology among participants
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Figure 48: Player distribution across game versions on the VR platform

5.2.1 Blackbeard’s Tavern vs Redbeard’s Tavern

Extended graphs and user answers can be found in Appendix 8.2 Questionnaire
Graphs. In the Blackbeard’s Tavern where players encountered advertisements
in the first level, they reported a mean enjoyment value of 4,25 and a median
value of 4. 75% of players claimed that level two was more fun and 25% felt
that there was no difference between the levels. The mean immersion value was
4,375 and a median immersion value of 4, 62,5% did not feel more immersed
in either level and 37,5% felt more immersed in level two. In the Redbeard’s
Tavern version where advertisements were featured in the second level, players
reported a mean enjoyment value of 3,91 and a median value of 4. Similarly in
this version, 66,7% of players thought that level two was more enjoyable and
33,3% said that there were no difference. The mean value of the immersion
players felt in this version was 4,417 and a median value of 5. Like with the
enjoyment between levels, 66,7% felt that level two was more immersive and
33,3% did not feel a difference between the levels. The mean value, immersion
and experience of participants for the different versions can be seen in figure 49.
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Figure 49: Mean enjoyment, immersion and experience of players in VR versions

Players were asked to immediately identify a brand within the soda, car and
mobile game / application categories. The first brands they could think of
within those categories. Starting with the Blackbeard’s Tavern data, 50% re-
called Fanta within the soda brand category. 37,5% answered Coca Cola and
12,5% answered Pepsi. 62,5% answered Volvo within the car brand category,
following 25% that answered BMW and 12,5% that answered Mercedes. Lastly
50% answered Angry Birds in the mobile game category, followed by 37,5%
for Fruit Ninja and 12,5% for Candy Crush. In the Redbeard’s Tavern version
58,3% answered Fanta, 25% Coca Cola, Sprite and Zingo each received 8,3%
of user answers. Regarding car brands in this version, Volvo received 66,7%
of user answers with the second most answered brand being BMW with 16,7%
of submissions. Angry Birds were recalled by 58,3% of users followed by Fruit
Ninja at 25%. In both versions, the brands that were featured during the game
play session were all recalled by a majority of players. Players that played the
Redbeard’s Tavern version had slightly higher recall rates.

When asked which brands players most associated with the game, 75% chose
Fanta, 62,5% chose Angry Birds and 25% answered Volvo and Fruit Ninja, by
those playing the Blackbeard’s Tavern version. In the other version, similarly
75% answered Fanta, followed by Angry Birds at 50% and Volvo at 41,7%. The
brands that were best perceived by users playing the version where ads were fea-
tured in the first level was, in order: Volvo, Fanta, Sprite, Mercedes and Angry
Birds. In the other version the best perceived brands were: Volvo, Mercedes,
Fanta, Candy Crush, Sprite and Angry Birds. The brand recall values for the
featured brands can be seen in figure 50.
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Figure 50: Brand recall of featured brands in VR game versions

Players were also asked to pick their preferred brand out of a set of brands
within the same category. In the car brand category, players in the Blackbeard’s
Tavern version preferred Volvo best, garnering 50% of user answers followed by
Mercedes with 37,5% of user answers. The preferred soda brand was Trocadero
with 37,5% of answers, Fanta and Pepsi both received 25% of votes. Angry
Birds was the most preferred mobile game with 37,5% of user answers. In the
Redbeard’s Tavern version 50% also preferred Volvo. In the soda brand cate-
gory Trocadero and Sprite was preferred by most participants, garnering 33,3%
of answers each, Fanta only received 8,3% of user votes. Lastly the preferred
mobile game was Candy Crush with 33,3% of user answers, followed by Angry
Birds and Temple Run that each received 25% of user votes. The preferred
brands for participants playing the different versions can be seen in figure 51.
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Figure 51: Preferred brands of people playing the different VR-game versions

Only 37,5% of participants that played the Blackbeard’s Tavern version claimed
that they saw the advertisements. In the Redbeard’s tavern version, 50% of par-
ticipants saw the advertisements.

5.2.2 Total VR Survey data

This section covers the total results of the VR play testing and survey. The
graphs and data shown below is the data from the Blackbeard’s Tavern and
Redbeard’s Tavern summarized.

In total the mean value of the players’ enjoyment was 4,05 with a median value
of 4. 70% of the participants thought that level two was more fun than the first
level. 30% did not feel any difference in enjoyment between the levels, seen in
figure 52 and 53.
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Figure 52: reported level of enjoyment of participants in VR game in Black-
beard’s Tavern version

Figure 53: Reported level of enjoyment per level of all participants

The total immersion reported by all players taking the VR survey had a mean
value of 4,4 and a median value of 5. 55% of the players felt more immersed
in level one and the rest of all participants said that there was no difference in
immersion between levels. The graphs and data can be seen in figure 54 and 55.
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Figure 54: reported level of immersion of participants in VR game in Black-
beard’s Tavern version

Figure 55: Reported level of immersion per level of all participants

The survey participants were then asked to fill out the first brands they could
think of within the soda, car and mobile game / application category. Start-
ing with soda brands; 55% recollected Fanta, 30% recalled Coca Cola and 5%
submitted Pepsi, Sprite or Zingo. This can be seen in figure 56.
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Figure 56: First soda brand that VR game participants thought of after playing
the Blackbeard’s Tavern version

Five car brands were submitted when asked to enter the first car brand the par-
ticipants could think of. 65% of the participants answered Volvo, 20% answered
BMW and 5% submitted Audi, Chevrolet or Mercedes. Seen in figure 57.
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Figure 57: First car brand that VR game participants thought of after playing
the Blackbeard’s Tavern version

As users entered the first mobile game or application they could think of, 55%
answered Angry Birds, Fruit Ninja received 30% of user answers, Candy Crush
10% and Temple Run 5%. Seen in figure 58.
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Figure 58: First mobile game or application that VR game participants thought
of after playing the Blackbeard’s Tavern version

Players were then asked to identify which brands they most associated with the
game. 75% associated Fanta with the game, making it the brand that was most
associated with the game. 55% answered Angry Birds, 35% submitted Volvo
and 15% said Fruit Ninja. All answers and distribution can be seen in figure 59.
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Figure 59: What brands that participants associate most with the game out of
10 total in the VR , Blackbeard’s Tavern version

The total user attitudes to the given brands are depicted in figure 60. The
brands that garnered the most positive responses were Volvo, Fanta, Mercedes,
Sprite, Angry Birds and Toyota. All brands that were shown during the play
session are perceived better than the other brands within the same category.

Figure 60: What participants think about 10 different brands within the
Soda,car or mobile game category in the VR, Blackbeard’s Tavern version

The most preferred car brand by survey participants was Volvo, which 50% of
participants preferred. 25% preferred Mercedes and 20% preferred Audi. All
values can be seen in figure 61.
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Figure 61: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the car brand cat-
egory

Trocadero was the most preferred soda brand with 35% of participants choosing
it. 25% preferred Pepsi or Sprite and 15% chose Fanta. Seen in figure 62.

Figure 62: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the soda brand
category

Angry Birds and Candy Crush was the most preferred mobile games with 30%
of users preferring each of them. 20% preferred Temple Run and all the rest of
the values can be seen in figure 63.
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Only Volvo was significantly more preferred than the other brands, out of the
advertisements that was featured in the game.

Figure 63: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the mobile game
category

In total 45% of participants claimed that they noticed the advertisements in the
game, seen in figure 64.

Figure 64: Participants noticing advertisements in the game
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5.3 Mobile vs VR

In total 41 people participated in the Mobile game survey and 20 people par-
ticipated in the VR game survey. What greatly separates the groups is how
much experience they have on the respective platform they were testing, where
the mobile mean experience was 3,58 and VR mean experience 1,71. In the
mobile game, the brand recall and attitude was slightly better in the Black-
beard’s Tavern version, in the VR version the attitudinal data was better in the
Blackbeard’s Tavern but showed worse brand recall rates.

Figure 65: Mean enjoyment, immersion and experience values on both platforms

VR showed better recall rates than mobile as when subjects were asked to
think of a brand within a given category, 46,3% picked Fanta in mobile while
55% recalled Fanta in VR. The same trend applies to the other brands where
Volvo was recalled by 36,6% of users in the mobile survey and by 65% of users
in the VR survey. Lastly Angry birds was identified by 39% of users that played
the mobile game and by 55% of users that played the VR game. As users were
asked to associate brands with the game they had just played 39% identified
Volvo, 51,2% identified Angry Birds and 65,9% identified Fanta on the mobile
platform. On the VR platform 35% identified Volvo, 55% identified Angry Birds
and 75% associated Fanta with the game. In the exception of associating Volvo
with the game, the VR platform outperformed the mobile platform in terms of
brand recall rates. Despite users claiming they noticed the advertisements less,
48,8% of users noticing the ads on mobile and 45% noticing them on the VR
platform.
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Figure 66: Brand recall values for featured brands on both platforms

User attitudes or brand preference tends to be linked to brand recall [89] and in
the mobile version the brands best perceived, in order were: Volvo, Fanta, Mer-
cedes, Sprite and Angry Birds. On the VR platform the brands that were best
perceived were: Volvo, Mercedes, Fanta, Sprite and Angry Birds. The preferred
brand for users playing the mobile games in the car brand category was Volvo
with 31,7% of user answers. Users who played the VR game also preferred Volvo
and it received 50% of user answers. Fanta was the preferred soda brand on
the mobile platform with 41,5% of user votes. On the VR platform, Trocadero
got the most votes with 35% and Fanta received 15% of user submissions. The
preferred mobile game for the people answering the mobile game survey was
Angry Birds with 46,3% of user votes. Angry Birds and Candy Crush were
the most preferred games for the participants answering the VR survey, both
garnering 30% of user answers. The featured brands were all perceived better
than the other brands within the same category on both platforms. Graphs of
user attitudes towards the brands can be seen in figure 67 and 68 and preferred
brands on platforms can be seen in figure 69.
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Figure 67: Experience of all mobile game participants

Figure 68: Experience of all mobile game participants

Figure 69: Experience of all mobile game participants

5.4 Interview findings

This section will follow the order the questions were asked in, the questions for
the interview can be found in the appendix 8.3. In total 19 participants were
interviewed. Interviewees first played the VR version of the game and then the
mobile version of the game, this because our interview subjects also completed
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the VR survey and we did not want them to be affected by the mobile experi-
ence while completing that survey, because of this the results in the VR survey
will be closely linked to the interview findings. Some participants did not see
that advertisements were present in the game and thus we could not ask them
the full set of questions, these participants were asked all questions that did not
directly pertain to the advertisements as well as the questions that are about
advertising in general. The interviews were held in Swedish so any quotes from
the interview have been translated and were originally in Swedish.

Like in the questionnaire our first questions regard enjoyment and immersion,
with a focus on which platform was more enjoyable and immersive and if there
was anything on either platform that contributed to it being a inferior or supe-
rior experience. All participants agreed that the virtual reality platform version
was more fun to play, they claimed that the VR version felt ”new and exciting”
and that it ”transport you to that location” whereas regarding the mobile game,
they stated it was ”played out and old” as well as that they ”already can play
superior games on mobile at any time, but I haven’t played any VR before”.
Participants either thought there were no difference in enjoyment between lev-
els or that level two was superior on the mobile platform. Those who thought
one level was more fun than the other one on the mobile version claimed that
it was more fun because they perceived that ”the fruits came faster” and ”the
game felt much more intensive”, a few participants also felt that there were less
bombs in level two and thus made it a superior experience. On the VR platform
participants mostly thought there were no difference or that level two was more
fun. One individual claimed that level one was more fun as they got tired in
their arms by the time they reached level two. The participants who thought
level two was more fun stated that it was because ”the game got faster and
more intensive” and ”I had kind of learned the ropes when I got to level two so
it was more fun”.

When asked about immersion, 16 out of 17 said that they were more immersed in
the VR experience, the lone protruding participant stated that ”I’m more used
to mobile games so maybe that’s why”. The other big majority communicated
that they felt more immersed as they ”felt that I was a part of the environment
and when I moved my hands, the swords moved” and ”It felt like I was actu-
ally in the room, while on mobile it just felt like a background”. Almost every
player felt no difference in immersion between the levels on the mobile version
and those that did felt more immersed in level two with the reason being ”I got
better and better at the game so I probably felt more immersed in level two
once I got the hang of it” and ”level two felt more immersive as it felt faster
and you had to focus more”. When asked if they felt a difference in immersion
between levels on the VR platform the results were the same as on mobile with
some feeling no difference and some being more immersed in level two. The
reasons given were ”I felt that the game got faster in level two, so it felt more
like I was there then” and ”I learned how to swing correctly in level two while
I sort of had to figure it out in level one”.
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Eight of the participants claimed that they saw the advertisements when prompted
if they saw any differences in the surrounding environment on any platform. Two
more participants noticed that there were advertisements in the VR version than
on the mobile platform, some noticed them right away when starting the game
on the Blackbeard’s Tavern version and some noticed it once the levels shifted
stating ”I noticed that the lighting in the background changed so then I noticed
the ad”, a few participants also said that ”Once I kind of grasped the controls
and I just had to slice the fruit I started looking around in the environment
and saw them (the ads)”. Two of the players who noticed the advertisements
on both platforms also pointed out how they were more obvious to see on the
mobile version as ”the ads in the mobile version seemed a lot brighter than in
VR”. Most of the participants who did not see the advertisements wanted to
offer some explanations on why they thought they missed them, most commonly
that ”I was so focused on slicing the fruit and getting the high score so I didn’t
really think about anything else”. All participants who noticed the adverts
could name all the brands, save for two that just noticed a car but could not
make out the exact brand, some stated that ”the Fanta ad was the most obvious
one because it was so bright and orange” whereas two others said that they ”I
noticed the car ad first as it was in the middle of the screen”.

We also asked participants who could recollect seeing the advertisements if they
perceived the ads as being roughly the same size. The participants claimed
that the VR version felt bigger with statements such as ”By sheer size they
were probably bigger in VR but in mobile they felt more ”in your face”” and
”They felt bigger in VR but everything else also felt bigger so it felt pretty
normal”. These participants were also asked if the advertisements affected their
game experience in anyway, negative or positive. Two participants expressed
that it affected the game experience on mobile, but that it was fine in VR, they
said that ”In mobile games there are always ads and so I felt more annoyed
towards that”. All other players stated that the advertisements had no effect
on their game experience on either platform and remarked things such as ”I
didn’t think it was annoying at all, I’m surprised this type of advertising isn’t
used more as it’s so much less irritating than having to watch a movie or a pop
up” and ”I noticed them but they didn’t interrupt the game in any way so I
didn’t really mind them”. The participants were then asked a similar question
on whether it affected their immersion in the game. Four of the participants
noted that the advertisements affected their immersion in some way. Two of
them expressed viewpoints that the mobile advertisements felt more intense, in
the way and ”they feel like they are always there and you cant ignore them in
the same way as in VR”. The other two participants that felt their immersion
on both platforms was affected, claimed that it was when the level changed and
the paintings were replaced by the advertisements. Both of them recalled how
the very bright orange color from the Fanta advert was distracting then and
took attention from the game, but only for a short moment.
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As for if the game would have been better without advertisements present,
we asked everyone, even if they had not seen the ads, to know if the knowledge
of advertisements being present affected their attitudes towards the game. Out
of all players only two people thought the game would be better without ad-
vertisements, one of these participants had seen the advertisements and one of
them had missed them. The participant who saw the advert felt that ”the game
would have felt more natural and maybe a bit more real if it only would have
been paintings instead” and the participant who did not see the ad expressed
that ”I don’t like being affected by things I don’t even know about, it would
have been different if the ad was more obvious”. All other 17 participants did
not think the game would have been better without advertisements and those
that did see the ads expressed sentiments like ”the ads were very much in the
background and was non-intrusive so it didn’t matter” and those who did not
see the adverts said things like ”I didn’t even see the ads, so I cant really say
that it would be better without them, since it didn’t affect my playing at all”.
A few participants thought that the adverts fit better on the mobile platform as
that was where they were used to experiencing ads and some thought that they
fit better on the VR platform as they felt more natural and ”they feel more like
ads in the real world”. Most of the participants said that the platform did not
matter in this case. When asked on which platform they noticed the advertise-
ments better five said that there was no difference between the platforms and
three stated that it was easier to spot on mobile as ”on mobile, you could always
see the ads” and ”In VR there is so much more happening so it was easier to
miss”.

When asked if the advertisements affected their view towards the game, every
participant was asked this question. If the player had not seen the advertise-
ment we showed them pictures of how the advertisements looked in the scene.
14 of the participants thought that it didn’t matter as long as the ads were
discrete, non-interrupting and expressed view points such as ”as long as the ads
feel natural and don’t interrupt me while I’m playing, it doesn’t really mat-
ter”. Another four participants just stated that they did not care at all and two
said that they got annoyed with the mobile ads with the statement ”I thought
the mobile ads were more irritating since you never get away from them, they
were always there”. We then explored if the advertisements affected their views
towards the brand itself that was advertised, like in the previous question all
participants were asked and those who did not see the ads were shown them.
Eight of our participants expressed that their attitude toward a brand might
change if the advertising is very irritating and stated things like ”If the advert
is not like connected to the game in any way, I think I would think less of them,
like Volvo feels very unnatural in this setting in comparison to a soda”. No
one expressed that their view changed towards a product that was advertised in
the game they played, stating that ”the ads were very much in the background
and didn’t interrupt, if they interrupted the game play I might think less of the
brands”. The rest of the participants did not think that their view towards a
certain brand or product changes based on the ad itself. We also queried the
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participants if there were any brands that stood out more in any way, good or
bad. Four of those that saw the ads expressed that Fanta was very bright and
that the orange color attracted the attention of the players. One participant
said that they thought Volvo stood out more because ”Volvo was in the middle
and that was where the fruit came”. The rest of the participants thought there
were no discernible difference between the adverts.

Finally we asked some more general questions to our participants, first with
how they view advertisements in games typically. 18 out of 19 expressed that
they were fine with advertisements in games as long as they were not inter-
rupting the player. Stating things like ”As long as I don’t have to, like, press
anything or wait while watching a movie it’s fine”, ”If the ads are just in the
background and don’t interfere with the game experience, I don’t mind them”
and ”I usually remove apps immediately if they have too many ads, but this
way of doing them was okay”. The one participant that did not like any form
of advertising in games claimed that ”I just don’t like advertising in games, as
they destroy some of the experience”. We then asked the users whether they
prefer to buy a game cheaper or free with advertising present or if they prefer
to pay the full price of the game to not see ads. Eight of them said they would
always prefer the cheaper or free option, while having a product that featured
advertisements. Nine of the participants expressed that it entirely depended on
the product they were purchasing, expressing things like ”If it’s a mobile game
or a smaller game I would prefer it cheaper but if it’s something I really wanted
to play on console or PC I would buy the game at full price”, the other eight
participants agreed with this sentiment that they would not like advertisements
in a game they really cared for. The remaining three players all stated that
they would prefer buying it full price, stating that advertisements are often an-
noying and intrusive. The final question that participants were asked is how
much advertisements is okay in a game, where the line between intrusive and
irritating and okay falls. Like previously 18 out of 19 participants agreed that
it is too much when it interrupts the core game play loop with statements such
as ”It’s really bad if it removes your immersion from the game with popups or
videos”, ”If I have to stop thinking about the objective of the game and think
about the ad, I don’t like that at all” and ”If it fits into the environment and
doesn’t require any interaction from me (the player) I think it’s okay”. One
of the participants expressed that they thought advertisements did not fit in
games and ”I will always prefer an ad-free experience over one that has ads”.

6 Conclusions

6.1 Conclusions from the experiment

The order in which the advertisements were shown does not seem to have made
a big impact on enjoyment or immersion. The data we get is somewhat in-
conclusive as on the mobile platform, players thought that the version with
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advertisements shown during the first level was more fun and immersive. They
were however also less experienced than the players playing the other version,
which we believe may impact the results. On the VR platform players thought
Blackbeard’s Tavern was more fun, but thought the other version was more
immersive, while having a higher mean experience. On both platforms when
players were asked which level they thought was more fun and immersive, they
either thought that there was no discernible difference or they thought that level
two was more fun or immersive, the presence of advertisements does not seem to
have affected their enjoyment or immersion in the game. This follows the sen-
timents gathered from the interviews where almost all participants agreed that
advertisements were fine as long as they didn’t interrupt the game or required
any interaction from the player. With this we conclude that these types of 2D
billboard advertisements do not have a significant impact on user enjoyment or
immersion in this type of game. From the interviews we also gather that some
participants felt that the game was faster and more intense, despite the levels
being identical, which might explain why many preferred level two in terms
of enjoyment and immersion. When comparing the data from the platforms to
each other, we see clearly that the VR experience was perceived as more fun and
more immersive. We believe this to be related to the fact that the VR partici-
pants had significantly lower experience with the platform. From the interviews
we also gather that most of the participants thought VR was more fun as it
was something new and the mobile game was something that they had already
played, rendering experience a probable key variable in terms of enjoyment and
immersion.

With regard to brand recall it’s unclear whether the order which the adver-
tisements were presented in had any noteworthy effect, on both the mobile and
VR platform. Both versions on both platforms produced similar results with
varying recall rates for different brands and therefore it’s difficult to draw any
conclusions from it. Likely experience plays a substantial role in how much of
the surrounding environments subjects can visually consider, to a greater extent
than the featuring order. On mobile more people noticed the ads in the Black-
beard’s Tavern version and in VR more people noticed the ads in the Redbeard’s
tavern, when ads were activated in level two. From the interviews we had several
participants saying that they saw the ads in level two because the background
changed and the change in color and brightness demanded their attention. We
also believe this to be closely linked with experience. As more people saw the
advertisements right away on mobile, they were also more experienced with the
platform and could therefore visually consider the surrounding environments
in greater extent without failing the game’s objective. From the interviews we
know that the VR participants generally focused a lot more on the fruit slicing
and game mechanics since they were inexperienced with the controls as well as
being in a fully digitally rendered environment. Despite the differences in how
many saw the advertisements in both versions, they produced similar results
in terms of brand recall, likely due to implicitly seeing the advertisements but
having no explicit memory of the ads. This is especially clear with the Fanta
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ad where on both platforms the Fanta brand was associated with the game in a
much greater extent to how many participants claimed they saw the ads. The
ads that were featured in the game were recalled more than any other brand in
both versions.

The advertisements can be considered a success in that a large portion of the
participants identified them in some capacity while they were unobtrusive and
non-irritating to the users. Fanta was the brand that most participants noticed
or associated with the game. From the interviews we can gather that this was
probably because of it’s bright color and that the contrast to the surrounding
environment made it stand out to a greater extent. VR also showed a lot better
results than mobile in terms of brand recall, despite a smaller percentage of
players saying they saw the ads. From the interview we get that participants
thought the ads felt bigger in VR and more natural, which might contribute to
why that platform shows better recall rates.

Concerning brand attitudes it is difficult to draw any conclusions whether the
order had any consequential impact. Given the data from the surveys we can
see that the brands were perceived better in the Blackbeard’s tavern version
on both platforms, but only slightly. This might be because of how suddenly
the advertisements are put in place in level two in the Redbeard’s tavern ver-
sion, which results in a drastic color and brightness shift in the background that
might be perceived as annoying or irritating. We only had one user claiming
this from the interview so it’s difficult to claim anything definitively regarding
this. The preferred brands were also very mixed across the different versions
and the order does not seem to play a big role in this. Given these reasons
and the above paragraph regarding brand recall we propose featuring adver-
tisements right away and not as a pop up event. The order of the featured
advertisements does not seem to impact brand recall or attitudes significantly.
The advertisement loading event which can be likened to an ad pop up event,
as advertisements are initialized in level two, might be perceived as distracting
or irritating. The featured brands were generally perceived better on the VR
platform, albeit very slightly. The preferred brands were mixed across plat-
forms and it’s difficult to note which platform performed better in this regard.
Importantly all featured brands were perceived better than their peers within
their respective category, this is significant as having advertisements present
did not reduce player attitudes toward the brand, but more likely heightened
it instead. From the interviews when we asked if having advertisements in the
game affected their attitudes towards the brand itself or the game, almost ev-
eryone responded that it did not affect their attitudes negatively as long as they
were non-intrusive and non-interrupting. Attitudes also seem to be correlated
to brand recall rates as previous studies have shown [41,89]. Had the advertise-
ments been perceived as annoying or irritating instead, it is possible that the
affixed brands would suffer in terms of user attitudes, which we gained from the
interviews with users claiming that a ”bad” advertisement might cause them to
perceive the attached brands negatively.
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Additionally from the interviews we get that almost all of the users did not
mind the advertisements and that they thought the game would not be better
without them. From this we can see that there are advertisement formats that
are more acceptable and that these formats can still yield results in terms of
brand recall and brand attitudes. It is clear from the interviews that the way
the advertisements are presented to the player is crucial and that the advertise-
ments should demand minimal interaction from the player. In the interviews it
also becomes evident that the medium in which the ads are featured in makes
a big difference. A handful of players expressed that they would not like ad-
vertisements at all on a more ”serious” PC or console game but was fine with
advertisements in mobile games. We believe it is still possible to feature adver-
tisements in a more serious game but that it would be even more important to
make them as natural and unobtrusive as possible. This may be why so many
of our participants were fine with the advertisements too, since the game they
were featured in is a small, confined experience, based on a mobile game.

In conclusion; 2D billboard advertisements are a perfectly fine addition to some
games if done in an inconspicuous way that is quite natural to the surrounding
setting. It can produce great brand recall results, where players remember the
advertised brands and messages after being subjected to them in the game. It
can also heighten and strengthen their positive attitudes towards the product
or brand, while not negatively affecting their attitudes towards the game it was
featured in. These factors are incredibly important when launching an adver-
tising campaign and thus we believe this type of advertisements to be severely
underutilized in favor of more intrusive and unavoidable advertisement-types.
Both VR and mobile showed great promise for these kinds of advertisements.

6.2 Influencing factors

In this section we will cover some of the influencing factors that may have af-
fected the end result.

Since the participants testing the VR platform were all Swedish and for the
mobile platform we had to rely on a more international crowd, some of the
brands that were featured in the questionnaires as choices were not as unbiased
as we would have liked them to be. Namely Volvo and Trocadero. Volvo is
previously a Swedish brand and thus creates a bias towards this brand for the
Swedish audience in relation to an international audience. The same applies
to the Swedish soda brand Trocadero, which we did not realize was a solely
Swedish soda, and that it is not common internationally. Despite this, these
brands’ data does not seem to have been affected as both platform show fairly
similar results. As all participants for the VR platform were Swedish and the
mobile platform participants were of mixed country of origin, this creates an
influencing factor too. This was not something we could have changed, as we
tried to, but future work might want to keep the groups as similar to one an-
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other as possible, and it is unclear if it affected the results in any other way.

We encountered a problem where the set of users that were to fill out the VR
survey also had to be part of the interviews. The problem with this is that
they had to play the mobile version as well. We solved this by letting them
play the mobile version of the game first, directly afterwards they played the
VR version and filled out the VR survey. Lastly interviews were held with the
subject. We chose this path since we wanted the participant to have played the
VR game just before filling out the survey, to keep the experience fresh in the
participants minds. If they had played the VR game first and then filled out the
survey, it would have revealed a lot about the game and what to look for when
they played the mobile version, which in turn might have affected the interview
results. From the interview we get that out of the eight participants that claim
they saw the ads, six of them noticed it first in VR and two can’t recall. This
might still have affected the results slightly, primarily in the VR survey as the
participants got to experience the mobile version first.

Mobile survey participants had to download the application through the Google
Play store. When uploading a game or application to their store, you have to
go through a review-process where the creator have to disclose if the app con-
tains advertising. Since the game features advertisements, despite that we’re
not receiving compensation for them, our game was flagged as containing ad-
vertisements. This might have hinted at or informed some participants as to
what the experiment was about and thus skewed the results for the mobile game
survey. We don’t believe this to have had a big impact on our results as the
notification for an app containing advertisements is quite discrete.

When sharing the link to download the mobile game application, we provided a
set of instructions on how to play the game. None of the games feature a tutorial
so it was instrumental that these instructions were clear enough for the users to
experience the game in full. The participants who played the VR version had
access to our advice and instructions if they did not understand the objective
or controls. Those who played the mobile version did not have access to this,
so it might have affected how well they understood the game or the objectives.
While we recognize this as a possible influencing factor, we think the instruc-
tions we provided were clear enough to understand and play the game as well
as the game being based on a previously popular mobile game that shares the
same controls and objectives.

6.3 Future Work

This subsection contains some of the aspects we did not cover in this study and
what we think would be interesting to explore further.
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We would have liked this experiment to be conducted in a more controlled
setting and with more participants on both platforms. It’s unclear if the results
would be different but we feel that the results would be more reliable. Due to
the circumstances however, this was not possible.

We also believe it would be interesting to see the effects of this type of ad-
vertisement in another type of game, like a more story focused or serious game
not typical to the mobile device where ads are more common. To see if they
would still be perceived as positively as it was in our study, both the advertised
brand and the product it was advertised in. It would also be interesting to ex-
plore more interactive advertisements that are still unobtrusive to the player and
how much interactivity from the user is possible before it becomes distracting
from the core gaming experience.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Questionnaire Questions

There’s a questionnaire for the mobile and the VR version. These questionnaires
are identical and the only difference is who filled it in. Because of this only the
mobile version of the questionnaire is present here, as the VR version contains
the exact same questions.
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7.2 Questionnaire Graphs (Blackbeard & Redbeard)

7.2.1 Mobile platform - Blackbeard’s Tavern

Figure 70: Enjoyment of players in Blackbeard’s tavern

Figure 71: Graph of which level players thought was more fun in Blackbeard’s
Tavern
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Figure 72: Immersion of players in Blackbeard’s tavern

Figure 73: Graph of which level players thought was more immersive
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Figure 74: What soda brands participants immediately thought of after playing
Blackbeard’s Tavern

Figure 75: What car brands participants immediately thought of after playing
Blackbeard’s Tavern
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Figure 76: What mobile games or applications participants immediately thought
of after playing Blackbeard’s Tavern

Figure 77: What brands that participants associate most with the game out of
10 total
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Figure 78: What participants think about 10 different brands within the Soda,
car or mobile game category

Figure 79: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the car brand cat-
egory
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Figure 80: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the soda brand
category

Figure 81: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the mobile game
category
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Figure 82: Participants noticing advertisements in the game

7.2.2 Mobile platform - Redbeard’s Tavern

Figure 83: Enjoyment of players in Redbeard’s Tavern
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Figure 84: Graph of which level players thought was more fun in Redbeard’s
Tavern

Figure 85: Immersion of players in Redbeard’s Tavern
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Figure 86: Graph of which level players were more immersed in, in Redbeard’s
Tavern

Figure 87: What soda brands participants immediately thought of after playing
Redbeard’s Tavern
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Figure 88: What car brands participants immediately thought of after playing
Redbeard’s Tavern

Figure 89: What mobile games or applications participants immediately thought
of after playing Redbeard’s Tavern
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Figure 90: What brands that participants associate most with the game out of
10 total

Figure 91: What participants think about 10 different brands within the Soda,
car or mobile game category
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Figure 92: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the car brand cat-
egory

Figure 93: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the soda brand
category
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Figure 94: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the mobile game
category

Figure 95: Participants noticing advertisements in the game
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7.2.3 VR platform - Blackbeard’s Tavern

Figure 96: reported level of enjoyment of participants in VR game in Black-
beard’s Tavern version

Figure 97: Reported level of enjoyment per level of all participants
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Figure 98: reported level of immersion of participants in VR game in Black-
beard’s Tavern version

Figure 99: Reported level of immersion per level of all participants
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Figure 100: First soda brand that VR game participants thought of after playing
the Blackbeard’s Tavern version

Figure 101: First car brand that VR game participants thought of after playing
the Blackbeard’s Tavern version
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Figure 102: First mobile game or application that VR game participants thought
of after playing the Blackbeard’s Tavern version

Figure 103: What brands that participants associate most with the game out
of 10 total in the VR , Blackbeard’s Tavern version
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Figure 104: What participants think about 10 different brands within the
Soda,car or mobile game category in the VR, Blackbeard’s Tavern version

Figure 105: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the car brand
category
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Figure 106: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the soda brand
category

Figure 107: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the mobile game
category
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Figure 108: Participants noticing advertisements in the game

7.2.4 VR platform - Redbeard’s Tavern

Figure 109: reported level of enjoyment of participants in VR game in Red-
beard’s Tavern version
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Figure 110: Reported level of enjoyment per level of participants

Figure 111: reported level of immersion of participants in VR game in Red-
beard’s Tavern version
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Figure 112: Reported level of immersion per level of participants

Figure 113: First soda brand that VR game participants thought of after playing
the Redbeard’s Tavern version
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Figure 114: First car brand that VR game participants thought of after playing
the Redbeard’s Tavern version

Figure 115: First mobile game or application that VR game participants thought
of after playing the Redbeard’s Tavern version
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Figure 116: What brands that participants associate most with the game out
of 10 total in the VR , Redbeard’s Tavern version

Figure 117: What participants think about 10 different brands within the
Soda,car or mobile game category in the VR, Redbeard’s Tavern version
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Figure 118: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the car brand
category

Figure 119: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the soda brand
category
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Figure 120: Participants choosing their favorite brand within the mobile game
category

Figure 121: Participants noticing advertisements in the game
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7.3 Interview Questions

The interview questions are separated into different sections denoted by the
larger font. Questions were asked in order, from the top.

Enjoyment

1. On which platform did you find the game most fun?

(a) Why did you think that platform was the best one?

2. Were any of the levels more fun on the mobile version? if so why?

3. Were any of the levels more fun on the VR version? if so why?

Immersion

1. On which platform did the game feel most immersive, as if you were a
part of the game. What made one platform better than the other one?

2. Did the feeling of immersion change between the levels on the mobile
version? if so why?

3. Did the feeling of immersion change between the levels on the VR version?
if so why?

Advertising effects

1. Did you notice any difference in the surrounding environments between
the levels? If so, what was the difference?

2. Did you notice that there were advertisements present in the mobile ver-
sion? If so, did you notice what brands were advertised?

3. Did you notice that there were advertisements present in the VR version?
If so, did you notice what brands were advertised?

4. Did the advertisements feel as big on both platforms or did they seem
larger on one platform?

5. Did you feel that the advertisements affected the game experience in any
way? If so, why and in what way did it affect the experience?

(a) Was there any difference between the platforms? Did the advertise-
ments have a bigger or lesser effect on one of them?

6. Did the advertisements affect how immersed or involved you were in the
game?

(a) Was there any difference between the platforms? Did it affect the
immersion more or less on one of them?
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7. Do you think the game would have been better if there had been no
advertisements present? If so, why do you think that?

(a) Do you think the advertisements ”fit better” or feel more natural on
one of the platforms?

Brand recall and brand attitudes

1. Do you remember any of the advertisements that were shown in the game?

(a) Do you remember the advertisements better from the VR version or
the mobile version?

2. Does your attitude or view change towards the game now that you know
that there are advertisements present?

(a) Do you feel that there is a difference between the VR and mobile
version? Does your view change more or less towards one of the
platforms?

3. Does your attitude or view change towards the brand that was advertised
when you see it in the game?

(a) Do you feel that there is a difference between the VR and mobile
version? Does your view change more or less on one of the platforms?

4. Was there any brand that stood out in any way, good or bad? Why?

General questions

1. What is your opinion on advertisements in games?

2. Would you prefer to buy a game without advertisements present or would
you prefer a cheaper or free game with advertisements?

3. How much advertising is okay in a game? When does it become too much?
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